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lVl in the Fortune 500' have discovered that the IJS-China Business Council gives then access to
valuable information, analysis and persPectives that they simply mn\ get elsanhere. The powerful voice
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A survey reveals that arbitralawards are enforced more frequently in China than
foreign investors may think.
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Chinab Stool Seclor in Transition
Despite its reputation as the last bastion ofold-style, pre-reform state-owned industry,
China's steel sector may be ripe for carefirl investment.
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Letter from the editor
US-Ghina Belations
And the New Administration
As Ihe C8X goes to press, the outcome of the US presiden(finally) no tongcr in doubt. But most China experts here in Vfashington agree that the changeover in the executive branch won't affect US-China relations much. US
companies trying to asscss t}le effects of the new administration on US-China commercial relations can at least be surefor bctter or worsc-that the priorities of Mr. Bush whcre
China is concerned are not much different from those of thc
outgoing administration. At least one of these shared priorities
is a stable bilateral commercial relationship.
But the experts a.lso agrce that Mr. Bush will have no honeymoon on China policy, thanks to the 2001 ca.lendar. For one
thing, China will host the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
meetings this fall in Pudong, Shanghai, where the ncw US president and PRC President Jiang Zemin are likely to meet. As Bob
tia.l election is
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Kapp mentioned in his Letter from the President in our
Novcmber-December 2000 issue, the new president may also
have to contemplate China's annual Norma.l Trade Relations
status if the slow negotiations in Geneva ovcr terms of China's
World Trade Organization (WTO) membership do not 6nish
before this spring.
To my mind, it's the uncertainties ovcr the health of the two
nations' economies that should probably worry companics
most. After all, the once-booming US economy is showing clear
signs of a slowdown. And the Chinese economy, although limping along a littlc fastcr in 2000 than 1999, is bracing for WTO
entry and a new round of difficult reforms, If the US slowdown
leads consumers to buy fewer Chinese imports, and US corpolate resources for new investmeuts (ovcrscas or at home) dry
up, stable US-China commercial relations will be difficult to
sustain no matter how the political relationship fares.
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Notice to Readers: Printer's Error
in November-December 200{l Issue
The CBR has received notice from a few of our readers that
their copies of the November-December 2000 CBR were missing pages. Our printer has assured us that ooly a few copies
have been affected. Nevertheless, we would like to offer our sincere apologies to any subscribers who received defective issues.

lf you received a faulty copy,

please give us

a call

(202.429.0340) or send us an e-mail (publications@uschina.org)
and we will be more than happy to mail out a replacement. we
only ask that you mail in your defective copy, for our records
(we will reimburse all mailing costs). Thank you, and apologies
again.
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Capita! Market Reforms Accelerate

SSl'lES

Press reports last fall that foreign-invesled eDterprises (FIEs) would soon be able
to list on China! A-share stock markets were

ally foreign financial institutions in ioint
ventures with PRC 6rms, to offer a new fi-

changes, fund transfers, and other activitiet
are to occur only on "open days"----of which

nancial instrument to Chinese investors.

there must be at least one per week. The
fund's net asset value is to be calculated at

among the highest-profile indications that
Beijing is stepping up the pace of capital
market reforms. Incremental financial reforms have talen place over the past several
years, and Chinese officials appear closer
than ever to mapping out a schedule to allow new financial i[struments and broaden
participation in capital markets. They also
seem to be developing some of the legal and
regulatory underpinnings that are prerequi.
sites for fully functioning capital markets.
In September, securities officials an-

issues new shares on demand and fund
managers must redeem them on demand at
market prices. The prices of open-end fund
shares thus track the fund's underlying assets more closely than the prices of closedend shares, which rise or fall depending on
demand for the limited number of shares is-

nounced a five-step reform plan, the first

sued.

China reportedly now maintains

30

closed-end mutual funds worth about Y80
billion ($9.7 billion). While a closed-end
fund issues a limited number of shares that
trade on stock exchanges, an open-end fund

step of which is to eliminate the resrriction

The new fund rules set out the basic

on the ownership forms of companies allowed to list on Chinese exchanges. This
change would allow FlEs to apply to list on

guidelines for companies interested in establishing open-end funds. Among the key pro-

China's A-share market, rather than merely
undertake private placements, as is .urrently
the case. The second reform, according to a
People's Daily report, is to facilitate online
trading. The third is to set up a new exchange, similar to Hong Kong's Crowth Enterprise Market, for high-performing companies. This new bourse will likely reside in
Shenzhen. China currently has two stock

markets, one in Shenzhen, Guangdong
Province, and one in Shanghai, which reportedly will be merged next year and located in Shanghai. The fourth step calls for
the establishment of joint-venture fundmanagement companies, the first of which
was formed in October. Finally, the report
says that state-owned financial institutions
will be allowed to list on the stock markets
for the 6rst time.
Chinese othcials have also issued rules to
establish open-end mutual funds and enable
PRC insurance firms to invest more of their
assets in the stock markets, and have indicated that foreign firms may eventually be
able to underwrite PRC government bonds
in local currency.

M.ior .t6p ln mutu.l fundr
The Provisional Rules on Open-End Mutual Funds, which the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) issued on October 12, 2000, are one of the more concrete
steps China has taken in recent months to
modernize capital markets. The new rules
follow on the 1997 Provisional Measures on
Mutual Fund Management, and together

the end ofeach open day.

a

Fund managers'fees for purchases may

not exceed 5 percent of the purchase price,
and for sales, 3 percent of the sales price.
Experts appear to agree that the rules are
reasonable and should pave the way for the

formation of new funds within the next few
monlhs. Major foreign 6nancial institutions,
which will be able to act as fund managers in

ioint ventures,

have already allied themselves

with several leading PRC brokerages and
other 6nancial institutions. Chinese regulators haye not yet stated when joint-venture
assel management companies can begin op-

erating, though American International Assurance Ltd,, a unit of American lnternational Group, Inc., was recently named the

visions:
a Companies that apply to CSRC mu6t be in
no legal trouble and must submit an "implementation plan" for the proposed fund.
O Once approved, fund managers have six
months to establish the fund, and must raise
Y200 million ($24.2 million) from at least
100 investors within three months of publication of the fi.rnd prospectus.
O Purchasing and buyback can only be

first foreign participant in

a joinl-venture

fund management company.

Kooplng th6

mlrkatr clc.n

The creation of these new instruments
will pressure China to devise rules for stock
index futures and other derivatives, which
are necessary to help investors hedge risk ef-

frozen for three months "during the initial
phase of establishment." Thereafter, subscription, purchase, buyback, registration

fectively. China has shied away fiom futures
Continued on page 35
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Ghina's Dialogue
on the Goming of WTO
WTO

Robert A. Kapp

Wi[]lffifl]':ffi[,"i#

hoping that the newcomers will make fewer of
the inevitable first-year mistakes than most of
their predecessors have made, China grapples
with the coming of the World Trade Organization (wTo).

The Chinese
are engaged

Even before the tortuous Geneva accession ne_
gotiations conclude, the Chinese are engaged in a

in a heavy

discussion of

what the

wTo

means for China

hearT discussion of what the WTO means for
China-not iust in terms of jobs or €xPorts, but
in terms of China's own future as an economy
and a sociery I have read several lengtly and wellinformed bookJengti analyses of the likely impacts of WTO membersfup on the Chirese economy, seaor by sector. Articles from every province
and city appear in print and online daily.
Combined with the avid srudy of information

about the WTO's rules, operations, and dispute
resolution experiences, the sheer volume of published material on the WTO-what Chinese are
saying to each other where all can see and hear
it-is impressive, and ought to be of real interest
to US business and to US policymakers. As in
any debate over a big new international trade
agreemeot in any country some of the material
is repetitive, even predictable; certainly that was
the case in the United States during the NAFfA
and Uruguay Round debates. But taken as a
whole, China's current debate reveals where

China hopes-and sometimes worries-the
WTO will take it.
Our dialogue with China on the WTO, as on
other matters, will be more Productive if Americans have a living selse of issues under debate
within China on any given subject, and indeed if
the Chinese, in turn, have that same living sense
of Americat key concerns on issues we debate regarding China. The WTO offers a good example.
Here, then, is a short example of what is be-

ing said within China about the WTO. The
writer, Zhao Yihuai, is an official of the Shanghai
Municipal Of6ce for Restructuring the Economy.

He published his piece recently in the maior
Shanghai newspaper, Liberution Daily. The article was then posted to a rich compendium of
6

/
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essays

newspaper

found on the website of the national
Chinese Communist Party it-

of the

self, the People's Daily (www,peopledaily.com.cn\.
You have to read Chinese to plow into this
"China Enters the WTO" collection, but if you

do, or

ifyou know

is a worthwhile

someone who can help you,

it

trip.

What follows are excerpts from "How Should
the Government Respond to WTO Entry?" by
Zhao Yihuai (my translation):
China's entry into the WTo is first and foremost a government entry. Never mind whether it
is the central government or local governments;
all have to be adequately inlormed. For a long
time, our economy has been a gov€rnment-led
economy; government policies and system regulati0ns were formed from a sinqle, internal,
national understanding and set by the nation's
own circumstances. After China enters the
WTo, it faces a new environment. China must
accept rules of the game already put in place by
the WTo. We may not simply change those rules
without authorization, but instead must obey and
support them. Therelore, governments need to
ratchet up the modification oI our laws and regulations to make them compatible with the basic
principles and the basic spirit of the WTO, so
that we can etfectively adapt to this new economic environment. Concretely, we should start

with the following:
The Iirst step, naturally, is to speed up our
own structural relorms. Compared to the
reform process in the past, the baggest
change in our reform process after WTO
entry will be from "We Want Relorm" to "We
Must Reform 0urselves." This imposes a new
system of relorm upon us. To meet this challenge, governments must consciously
increase the intensity of their reform efforts,
and speed up lhe steps leading to the marketization ol the national economy. ln keeping
with the requirements of the WTo, we must
deepen the reforms of our Iinancial structures. our food distribution structures, our
social insurance systems, and s0 on, rootinq

a

"Any country entering the WTO is considered to be a market economy....
Gonceptually. this means changing lrom 'omnipotent government'to 'limited

government."'-Zhao Yihuai, "How Should the Government Respond to WTO Entry?"

-Liberation
out the discrepancies and the frictions
between our domestic systems and international rules. Elimination of such conflicts is
the precondition ror the true alignment of our
national economy with the world economy.

a

Next, we must expand the qrounding of
government policy in law, and increase the
transparency of government policies.
Enhancement of legality is necessitated by
the requirements of the market economy.
Any country entering the WTo is considered
to be a market economy. This requires qovernment conduct to advance along tracks
defined by law. Conceptually, this means

changing from "omnipotent government" to
"limited government." With WT0 entry,
China must erect both a new conceptual
basis to undergird government conduct and
new forms of government action. Looking at
today's realities, the first task is to eliminate
many outmoded internal regulations and
policies thal are not compatible with WTo
rules. For example, in desling with the nonpublic economic sector, governments must
realize the commitm€nt to nondiscrimination,
in order to create a Iair environment lor the
operation ol the nongov€rnmental economy.
That means to the greatest possible extent
avoiding prelerential policies and subsidies
tor state-owned enterprises, in order not to
provoke retalialion from abroad.

a Next, China must energetically enhance
the economic management abilities of governments. WTo entry does not signal the
general weskening of the managerial skills of
governments. 0n the contrary, it is through
the reform of government systems of economic management and the strengthening o,
the rational professional skills ol governments that we will be able to preserve the
basic interests ol the people and the national
economic security in a globalized environment of intense competition.

Daily

a Specilically, this means, a) providing correct guidance and active fine-tuning. These
roles are recognized under the WTo system....
And b), it means energetically supporting 0ur
own interests. We must utilize allthe safeguard methods authorized by the WTO lor its
members to use in guarding their infant industries. We must aclively explore effective support mechanisms, t0 defend against the massive onslaught against our national production
sectors and our vulnerable products in the
midst o, bitter competition. 0f course, the purpose of such government protections is not to
protect backwardness; rather, it is ultimately
to end such protections and to raise the international competitive power of the producers
and products afforded the protection.

ln sum, entering the WTo drivos forward our
country's historic opportunity to develop along
market economy lines. lt serves as a new driver
of allfacets ol our nation's reform and "opening." Agencies 0f government cannot but actively rise to this challenge, advance the relorm process within the framework of the WTo, and only
by so doing preserve the autonomy of our
nation's economy amidst the competition of a
qlobal economy.

As America endures a Iaborious political
transition, and US companics peer into the future at home and overseas, China's discussion of
its future in a WTO-based global economy goes

on apace. The adjustment to life in the WTO
may not be easy for China or its trade partners.
But there is plenty of evidence-far more than
I've been able to offer here-that suggests that
the WTO is being taken with the greatest seriousness in the PRC, and that its implications for
economic and other changes within China are
very much in public view. The more we can

know about the dynamics of the WTO discussion within China, the more effectively the USChina Business Council and its member firms
€an pursue with Chinese counterparts the full
and successhrl realization of China's new rights
and

responsibilities.

i,
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F0[US: Arhitration

Enforcem ent of Arb itral
,$,vards in China
A suruey of
Handall Peerenboom

foreign pafties'
experiences with

the enforcement
of arbitralawards

additional funding from the UCLA School of

il*iif{#l;.eti;*ffi*nil

arbitral award cannot be enforced. Parties wanl
money, not a piece of paper The perceived enforceability of awards will influence an investor\
decision about whether to settle, arbitrate, or litigate; where to arbitrate; and perhaps in some
whether to invest at all. Unfortunately, foreign panies doing business in the PRC or with
PRC companies have had to make such important commercial decisions based on very little recases,

liable evidence about the enforceability of
Rrndlll Prrrrnboom

awards in China.

lp e e ren bo@law.u c I a.e d ul
obtainod 8 BA in Philosophy, an
MA in Chinsso Roligion, and
PhD in Philosophy bolors
obtaining a J0 trom Columbis
Law School. Ha has writton
oxtensivoly on Chinose law 8nd
philosophy. From 1994 to 1998, he

The lack of a 6rm empirical foundation has
not stopped disgruntled foreign investors and
commentators from sounding a general alarm,

practicsd law with a maior
internationsl l8w Iirm in B€ijing.
HB currsntly tasches PBC lsw at
the Univsrsity o, Calitornis Los
Ang€les (UCLAlSchool of Law.

dence has been surprisingly scanty. Many of the
most extreme claims about the hazards of enforcing arbitral awards in China have been based
largely on the single widely reported case of
Florida-based firm Revpower, In this case, the

ln sddilion to advising on vsrious
aspacts otloroign investmsnt in
China, he s€rvss as an oxp€n
wimess on PRC legal issues and
is 0t Counsel st Yiwsn Law Firm,
I PBC firm specializing in for€ign
investmont, litigation, 8nd
arbitration.

foreign party struggled for six years to get a
Shanghai court to accept its application to en-

I
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claiming that enforcing arbitral awards is all but
impossible in China. In contrast, official and
semi-ofhcial PRC sources present a much rosier
view, though again without a firm empirical
foundation, Even the available anecdotal evi-

force an award issued in its favor. By the time the
Shanghai court finally succumbed to pressure
fiom the Supreme People's Court, and accepted

the application and recognized the award, the
Chinese respondent had apparently transferred
its assets to other companies.
In fact, enforcement is neither as hopeless as
foreign investors and reporters are wont to suggest, nor as trouble-fiee as official and semi-officia.l Chinese sources would have us believe. In a

survey of 72 forei1n and China International
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission
(CIETAC) arbitral award enforcement caser, I
found that almost half were enforced, in the
sense that the party recovered at least some portion of the award. The survey was conducted between 1995 and 1998 and was funded by a grant
from the Smith Richardson Foundation, with
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Law, the UCLA Academic Senate, and the UCLA
International Studies and Overseas Program.

Arbltr.llon ilr Chin.
Chinese law divides arbitral awards into three
main t)?es: foreign, foreign-related, and domestic. Foreign arbitral awards refer to any awards
made outside of China. Foreign awards include

both Convention awards, which are enforceable
under the Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the
Convention), and non-Convention awards.
Foreign-related awards, which are awarded in
cases that involve a foreign element, are made by
CIETAC, the China Maritime Arbitration Commission (CMAC), or local arbitration commissions. Domestic awards are awards, which do not
involve a foreign element, made by local arbitration commissions and, sjnce October l, 2000,
CIETAC.
Awards from Hong Kong, Macao, and Thiwan

fall into another category. Of the three, Hong
Kong awards are by far the most significant and
are now enforced in China pursuant to the Arrangement Concerning Mutual Enforcement of
Arbitral Awards Between the Mainland and the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, effective February I, 2000.
Tho aulhoa'a rurvay rorulta:

l.

tho cup

h.lf ompty or h.l, full?

Between 1995 and 1998, I collected information on 89 foreign and CIETAC arbitral award
enforcement <ases. lnterviews, in some instances
with the parties but usually with the lawyers who
handled the cases, supplied information on 66
cases. Written sources such as press reports, academic articles, or the Suprefie People's Court
Gazette f:utnished information for l8 cases. A
combination of written sources and interviews

provided information for five cases. Because information was incomplete for a number of cases,
including several pending cases, I was able to calculate enforcement rates for 72 of the 89 cases.
Table I indicates that 49 percent of foreign
and CIETAC awards were enforced to some de-

gree. The enforcement rate for foreign awards
was 52 percent, slightly higher than the 47 percent success rate for CIETAC awards (see Tables 2
and 3). These numbers require further clarification, however.
Obviously, there is a bi8 difference between
recovering I percent and 100 percent of an
award. While even a I percenl recovery was considered an enforcenrent case and in that sense a
success, investors would not be satisfied with

such a l:w return and thus would want some
idea of the probability of a better enfbrcement
outcome. An analysis of the survey results revealed that an applicant had a l7 percent chance
of recovering 100 percent, a 17 percent chance of
recovering 75- 100 percent, a 7 percent chance of

recovering 50-75 percent, and a l0 percent
chance of rccovering less than half of thc award.
That is, in about one-third of the cases, the applicant was able to obtain 75-100 percent of the
award, and in about 40 percent of the cases, at
least half of the award.
There is also a bi8 difference between a court
refusinB to enforce an award on legal grounds
and a court being unable to enforce the award
for practical reasons, such as a respondcnt's lack
of assets. Of the 37 cases in which enforcement
did not occur, the court refused enforcement on
legal grounds in lu cases and was unable to enforce the award because of lack of assets in 16
cases. The reason for not enforcing the award
was unclear in the remaining three cases.
According to both the 1958 New York Convention and Article 260 of the l99l PRC Civil
Procedure Law, PRC courts may refuse lo enforce foreign and foreign-related awards in the
event of certain procedural violations or if enforcement wouU be contrary Io puhlic inrerest.
The courts cited the following as grounds for refusal in the survey cases: a procedural problem
with respect to the appointment of the arbitrators (l case); the arbitration tribunal's lack ofjurisdiction over the subject nlatter (2 cases); that
the respondent was not a party to the arbitration
agreement ( I case); the lack of a valid arbitration
agreement (3 cases); the lack of notice (3 cases);
that the arbitration tribunal exceeded its author-
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Table 3

Enforcement Rats. tor CIETAC Awords
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Given all of the obstacles to enforcement aod
the many distressing stories of investors whose
awards were not enforced, it is easy to forget that
many awards are enforced. Why are some applicants success[ul lnd othert not? Of (our\e, in
many instances applients are successful for the
simple reason that the system has worked as it
should: the accused party refuses to comply with
the award voluntarily, even though it has the
means to do so; the prevailing party applies for
enforcement; the court enforces thc award-end
ofstory.
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Conversely, in some cases the award is clearly
defective or unenforceable for the narrow procedural reasons set forth in the New York Convention or in Article 260 ofrhe PRC Civil Procedure
Law.

O lnsolvency of the r€spond€nt
The respondents' lack of assets was by far the
leading reason for non-enforcement, accountinS
for approximately 43 percent of the non-enforcement cases. Frustrated investors have a right to
complain about the PRC legal s)stem when a re-

The size ol the award is negatively corelated

with the rate ol enlorcement, with small awards more
likely to be enforced than large awards.
spondent lacks assets because of the illegal transfer of its assets to anotler company, or because of
triangular debt-that is, where the respondentt
only assets are accounts receivable from another
company, which often is itself owed money by a
third company. There is Iittle arry legal system can
do, however, when the respondent is legitimately
insolvent. Given the sorry economic condition of
many state-owned enterprises, and China's onSoing march toward the market, one would expect
the number of bankrupt or insolvent companies
to continue lo grow.
All too often, however, foreign investors themselves are to blame for the unhappy outcome
when they fail to conduct adequate due diligence,
either at the time of contracting with the Chinese
party or later, when deciding whether to seek arbitration and then apply for enforcement.
O Location and size of award
Both the location and size of the award affect
the likelihood of enforcement. As many foreign
investors might expect, applicants are more successful in enforcing awards in major foreign investment centers such as Beijing; Guangzhou,

Guangdong Province; and Shanghai, than in
other cities. The size of the award is negatively
correlated with the rate of enforcement, with
small awards more likely to be enforced than
large awards.

T8bls 4

Probability of Enf orcemont,
by City Si.o and Amount ot Award
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The survey sugSests that an
applicant would have an 85 percent chance of enforcing an
award of under 520,000 in Beijing, Guangzhou, or Shanghai,
but only a 63 percent chance in
other smaller cities (see Table 4).
When the amount of the award
is between $200,000 and $2 million, the applicant's chances of
enforcing the award fall to 60
percent in the three major investment centers and to iust 38
percent in other cities.

a

Local protectionism

Although foreign investors and government
officials alike tend to assume that local protectionism (difang baohu zhuyi) rs a maior obstacle
to enforcement, it did not emerge as a statistically
significant factor. This counterintuitive finding
may result from the difficulty of specifoing and
quantirying local protectionism.

Local protectionism can take many forms,
some more serious than others. Local government officials may pressure a court to decide a
case in favor ofthe local party, deny an outsider's
application for enforcement, or iust drag out the
enforcement process, usually by requesting additional documents or leaving a case pending,
Local protectionism is therefore a matter of
degree: it may impede, or be an absolute bar to,
recovery. Thus, although parties attributed difficulties in enforcement at least partly to local protectionism in almost 60 percent of the cases, the
successful enforcement rate was only marginally
higher (61 percent) in the absence of local pro-

tectionism than when local protectionism existed (54 percent).
O The role of the Chinese Communist Party

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) interference does not appear to be a major obstacle to
the enforcement of arbitral awards. Several studies have found that Party organs are rarely the

source of local protectionism, and that government officials are three times as likely to interfere
with the courts than the CCP Consistent with
such studies, there was only one case in the survey in which a Party member blocked the enforcement of arbitral awards.
Moreover, mrely does the Party get involved.
CCP interference usually boils down to interference by an individual Party cadre who has a per-

sonal relationship with one of the parties or
their lawyers. [n the one case cited above, for example, the vice secretary of the CCP Political-Lcgal Committee was the brother of the general
manager of the Chinese respondent. Indicative
of the continuing strength of the Party, the foreign party was unsuccessful even though it secured the assistance of its ambassador to the
PRC, senior judges of the Supreme People's
Court, and the mayor of the ciry
In general, however, the view among most
PRC lawyers is that the CCP on balance plays a
positive role in the enforcement of awards. The
Party rarely has a significant interest in the outcome of any particular economic case and gains
litde by fostering local protectionism. To the contrary, the CCP has invested considerable resources
to attract foreign investment and does not want
China's reputation sullied by negative publicity
resulting ftom cases such as Revpower. Because
the Party prefers that cases be handled fairly, local
counsel is often able to tum to the Party to attack
local protectionism. And indeed, in a few cases in
the survey the involvement of the secretary or

other senior member of the CCP Committee or
Political-kgal Committee appeared to be decisive
or at least instrumental in securing enforcement.
In the long run, reliance on the CCP to enforce awards is detrimental to the development
of the legal system and the realization of rule of
law, even if it does produce short-term benefits
in particular cases. The dominance of the CCP
and its concern with maintaining a tight grip on
power have prevented the judiciary and to some
extent the le8al profession from achieving autonomy and independence. By turning to the Party
whenever it suits their immediate interests, PRC
lawyers and foreign investors undermine attempts to realize a system in which the Party acts
in accordance with Iaw and law is supreme.

a

Weak courts
PRC courts are much weaker institutionally,
and judges and the judiciary have a much lower

stature, than their counterparts in the United
States or even in many civil law countries. These
differences have a direct impact on the enforcement of arbitral awards.
Courts in China answer to the People's
Congress at the equivalent level, which supervises its work and appoints and removes judges.
Moreover, courts are financially dependent on

the corresponding level of government for
salaries, housing, and benefits. This lack of security of tenure, combined with liscal dependence,

has left judges beholden to their government
counlerparts. Not surprisingly, local proleclionism has been a problem as courts refuse to en[orce awards and courl iudgments against respondents with strong government support.
In addition, although the courts have considerable power to compel discovery or hold in contempt, and even imprison, parties that refuse to
comply with the court's orders, they rarely do.
This is in part because they are too weak and do
not want to risk the embarrassment of not being
able to make good on such threats. The weakness
of the courts contributes to the tendency on the
part ofjudges to push parties to settle rather than
to rely on compulsory enforcement. Given that
the parties had ample opportunity to settle the
dispute before and during arbitration, one would
think that the chances for settlement would be
slim at the enforcement stage. However, in most
successful enforcement cases the applicant reaches
settlement with the respondent, with most settlement cases mediated by the court. lndeed, only
rarely does a court seize or freeze assets.

a ,udicial competence and professionalism
In most cascs, judges act competently and
professionally, and either en[orce arbitral awards
or refuse (or are unable) to enforce awards for legitimate reasons. Nevertheless, the Iack of profes-

sionalism and competcnce of some )udges has
contributed to enforcement problems. Despite
China's efforts to improve the competence level

of the judiciary, many judges remain poorly
trained, particularly in the enforcement cham-

Although loreign

bers. In several of the cases surveyed, the judges
were unfamiliar with the rules regarding enforce-

ment. Often courts would be encountering an
application for enforcement of a foreign award
for the 6rst time. In one case, the court was unsure which chamber should decide whether to
recognize the award and what documents were
required.It took more than 18 months just to get
the application accepted. In a second case it took
l3 months to complete the application process.
Again, the court was unsure which documents
were required and which needed to be translated,
notarized, and approved by the PRC consulate or
embassy. One chamber was responsible for deciding to recognize the award and another chamber
for enforcing the award. But there was little coor-

investors and
government otficials

alike tend to
assume that local

protectionism is

a

maior obstacle to
enforcement, it did not

each

emerge as a

charged a separate fee.
In other cases, the courts have applied the

statistically

dination between the two chambers, and

wrong standard. For instance, in two cases the
courts held that the arbitration clause was not
valid under PRC law, when they should have applied foreign governing law to the question of the
validity of the arbitration agreement. One High

significant factor.

People's Court ordered the seizure of goods already seized by another court. In another case, the
lntermediate People's Court ignored the limited
liability of the Chinese party, demanding that the

An Explanation of Arbitration
Research lnrtituto Survey Dircrepancier
amount in full in successlul snrorcomsnt

ln an oftort to countor ths nogative
oftscts ol tho Bevpower caso, snd to

c8ses.

What accounts for ths strikingly dilf€ront

address thE lack of r€lisble st.tistics on
entorcemsnl China lntsrnstionsl Economic
and Trads Arbitration Commission (CIETAC)b
research arm, the Arbitration Rsssarch
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Couns. But couns that had not enforcsd
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r€pod the non-onforcement casos. Evsn
when the court may have had perfectly legnimat6 rBasons for not €nforcing the aw8rd, it
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have a long history of reporting only good
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Each case is fact-

specific and turns on
a host of variables,

including the amount

stance, shortcomings

a Guanti

courts to avoid enforcement. Similarly, corruption in the court system or incompetent legal
counsel may undermine an applicant's attemp(

Applicants need not sit back and passively accept whatever comes their way. They can and often do attempt to influence the outcome of enforcement cases in a variety of ways. They can

establish their own relationship (granri) networks by hiring lawyers with guanxi, or by building relationships with local governments or ofhcials with the Ministry of Foreign Trade and
Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC) and other
ministries. They can complain to their home
country's trade or legislative representative, for-

the parties, and the

eign service, commercial associations, joint trade
commissions, or PRC embassy. They can even
take their case to the foreign or PRC media.

respondent's own

these different strategies. Of

at stake, the nature of

connections.

It

is difficult to assess the relative merits of

2l

successful enforce-

ment (ases, l5 involved some use of c()nncctions.
However, parties often rely on several different
channels, and it is hard to sort out the impact of
the various channels. Lawyers, for example, have
an economic incentive to claim that it was their
gaanxi that proved decisive. Moreover, each case is
fact-specific and turns on a host of variables, including the amount at stake, the nature of the
parties, and the respondent's own connections.

ktablishing good relations with the judge and
the court handling the €ase is clearly important. In
several cases, judges took an aggressive approach
to the case and were even able to bend the rules in
favor ofthe foreign applicant, thank largely to the
personal connections between the lawyer representing the applicant and the enforcing judge.
Enlisting the support of higher-level courts
may also be of use. While interyention by members of the Supreme People's Court seems to
have helped in several cases, it is not always decisive. Nevertheless, because of the value of good

relations with both local judges and judges in
higher courts, some applicants will hire more
than one attorney.
Clearly, good relationships with the local government are helpful in overcoming local protectionism. However, in most cases, the Chinese respondent will have better relations with local
government ofhcials than the foreign applicant.
Accordingly, some foreign investors try to de-

/
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work-such as the lack of clear time deadlines
for each of the stages of enforcement-allow

to enforce an award.

Some factors may play less of a role than
many investors believe. For example, while
fraudulent transfers of funds are a problem, they
appear to be less common t}tan some of the surveyed lawyers expected. Only five cases appeared
to involve fraudulent conveyances, perhaps because respondents need not go to such lengths if

local governments protect them from enforcement.

Sometime:, the applicdn( has economic
leverage over the respondent that increases the
likelihood of recovering on the award, This may
come, for instance, from the Chinese party's desire to list its shares either in China or abroad, in
which case it will not want pending litigation to
reduce its attractiveness to investors. Or some-

times the parties will be longstanding trading
partners or ioint-venture partners. The applicant
may thus be able to obtain additional leverage
over thc respondent either by relying on personal appeals or threatening to terminate future
business. The possibility of future deals also increases opportunities for offset, whereby the respondent works off the debt by providing future
goods or services, which may be necessary given
that PRC respondents tend to be short of cash. A
willingness to settle also contribules to success in
recovering on an award. Often it is enough to
forego lhe interest owed. Other compromises include accepting renminbi ralher than foreign exchange.

Tho bottom lino
Enforcement of arbitral awards is a problem,
though not as large a one as the press often suggests. Moreover, a high rate of non-enforcement
does not necessarily tell the whole story. Even if
no foreign or CIETAC awards were ever enforced
in China, foreign investors might still be willing
to take their chances on arbitration if in 99 out

of

100 cases the losing party voluntarily com-

velop their own relationships at the provincial
and central levels. Government offlcials are less
likely to be swayed by local protectionism the
higher they are up the hierarchy. But provincialand even national-level officials may still be inclined toward the Chinese party. [n any cvent,
the ability of higher-level governments to influence louer-level governments has diminished

plied with the award and hence no enforcement
was necessary. At present, however, there is no
way of determining how often the losing party
voluntarily complies with awards.
Nevertheless, investors should not have to
rely on the good graces of their contracting partners. They should be able to turo to the courts
for enforcement, assuming the losing party has
assets available. Unfortunately the institutional
weakness of the courts and the other syslemic

considerably as a result of economic reforms.

and institutional problems are simply not

O OtJler factors
A number of other factors make enforccment
of arbitral awards difficult in China. For in12

in the regulatory frame-

Chinese party cause its wholly owned subsidiary
to sell its shares irl a third listed company

The China Business Review

amenable to immediate solutions. As a result, investors can expect to continue to encounter difficulties in the enforcement of awards for some

time to

come.
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SPtflAL HEP0BT: [hina's Privale Sector

[hina s Holne-Grown
Entrepreneurs
Neil Gregory and Stoyan Tenev

Where they
came from,

where they are

going

I
hina's economv has undergone a dramatic transformation during the last
I
Yo"a"o". Mosr promrnenr rn rnrs process
have been the restructuring of state-owned en-

terprises (SOEs) and the surge in foreign direct
investment. But an equally important change has
been the emergence of a vibrant domestic private sector. As a result, China has shifted from
heary reliance on state-owned and collective enterprise to a mixed structure in which private enterprise also plays a strong role. By 1998 the do-

mestic private sector had grown to about 27
percent of GDB makinS it second only to the
state enterprise sector (see Figure 1). A constitutional amendment in 1999 formally recognized
this shift, thereby allowing the domestic private
sector to emerge from the shadows and play a
prominent role in China's future development.
To help understand this new and important
segment of the Chinese economy, the International Finance Corporation (lFC) and China's
Stale Economic and lrade Commission conducted a study of the status of the domestic private sector, and the issues and constraints facing

it. As part of this study, consultants surveyed
over 600 companies, and interviewed over 300
CEOs, in Beijing; Chengdu, Sichuan Province;
Shunde, Guangdong Province; and Wenzhou,
Zhejiang Province. The study showed how private enterprises have been shaped by the dif6cult
circumstances under which they evolved. While
many have achieved spectacular growth rates in
spite of the constraints, they now face important
challenges in adapting to a more open economic

I{!il
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ar€ Hsad ol Stratsgy {South
Asia) snd Principal Economist
(East Asia), r8sp6ctiv€ly. at th€
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Private business was gradually abolished following the I949 Communist revolution, so that
by the I950s it had all but disappeared. It was
first revived after the Cultural Revolution as a
way to respond quickly to the mounting pressures

of unemployment and economic

stagna-

tion. [t was allowed on the fringes of the economy and was initially regarded as a supplement
to the state and collective sectors. Private enterprise first took hold in the rural sector, as an out-

growth of the virtual privatization of agriculture,
and in small-scale individual enterprises in the
urban sector.
During the I980s, larger private enterprises
grew out of these rural and individual enterprises, and out of collectives (enterprises with
common ownership by the employees, under
state supervision) and SOEs. Some were sole
proprietorships (gerihr) that grew and took on
more employees. By 1988, when private firms

were first officially recognized, China had
500,000 getifi! that could be called private 6rms
(siying qiye). Some larger private enterprises
emerged from the leasing of state or collective
enterprises to individuals. The private entrepreneur paid the collective a fixed rent and
operated the firm as if it were his own-and in
many cases accumulated considerable assets.
These enabled him to reduce the share of collective ownership and gradually transform the enterprise into a solely owned lirm.
Many large private firms disguised their true
identities by maintaining the formal status of a
collective or SOE, a process known as "wearing
the red hat." Collective status allowed a degree of
local government involvement in the enterprise.
This could be helpful in obtaining access to land,

bank loans, government contracts, and tax
breaks. On the other hand, wearing the red hat

meant that enterprises could not operate on a
fully commercial basis, but had to cooperate, to
some degree, with the local government's wishes.
The change in political sentiment following
the events of 1989 caused a temporary setback
to the growth of private enterprise, but Deng
Xiaoping's famous "Southern Tour" in September 1992, during which he called for continuation of the reform effort, opened the way for renewed growth. During the 1990s, government
encouraged the privatization of smaller, nonstrategic SOEs and allowed collectives to transform into private enterprises. As a result, the
number of registered private firms (excluding
sole proprietorships) rose from 108,000 in l99l
to 960,000 in 1997. In March 1998, the government issued a directive requiring all the red hat
firms to "take off the hat," or show their private

ownership, by November 1998. In effect, government was playing catch-up with the reality of
how these enterprises were operating, However,
because of the advanlages of maintaining con'
nections to local government, many privately
run enterprises have maintained their collective

Flgurc 1
Comporilion ol Chlnat GDB 1998 (Pcrcontl
40

35

status.

The case of the Stone Group, one of China's
largest information technology companies, illustrates how China's collectives shifted to private
ownership. Originally established in 1984 by scientists from a state-owned computer factory, the
Stone Group began as a collective under the authority of Sijiqing Township in Haidian District
in Beijing. In 1992, the Sovernment gave Stone
permission to corporatize SET, one of its subsidiaries, and list it on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. SET then became the private holding
company that controlled the other Stone subsidiaries. Through a process of stock option allocation, by 1994 the staff of Stone had gradually
acquired equity in SET. In 1999, with IFC assistance, the employees bought out the 5l percent of
the equity still held by the collective, completing
its transformation to a wholly private enterprise.

Butin.ra ia boomlng
The private sector is now the most dynamic
component of the domestic economy. Between
1985 and I997, its share of national industrial
output rose from 2 percent to more than 34 percent (iee Figure 2). The tFC estimates that the
domestic private sector (excluding agriculture)
accounted for 27 percent of GDP in 1998, compared to 6 percent for foreign private enterprises.
In total, the private sector share of GDP (33 percent) was nearly as large as the SOE share of

GDP (37 percent). The direction of change is
clear: in recent yearsJ new employment in the
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private sector has exceeded the combined total
for state, collective, and township-and-village
enterprises. This explosive development is in
sharp contrast to the decline of the SOES and
collectives. The private sector has become an important source of job creation, absorbing a significant number of workers laid off from SOEs
(see

Figure 3).

Because

of the

way the domestic private sec-

tor emerged from the shadows, it is organized in
a very informal way. Many enterprises possess

Figuro 2
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only the vaguest of property riShts, ownership
structures, corPorate Sovernance mechaDisms,
financial records, and rights to market access.
They are often part of complex groups of companies, spanning many different activities. For
example, one Beijing group founded

in

1983 be-

gan in construction, which led on to real estate

Because ol the way the domestic private sector
emerged Irom the shadows, it is organized in a very

inlormal way. Many enterprises possess only the
vaguest of property rights, ownership structures,
corporate governance mechanisms, financial records.
and rights to market access.
ownership and management.

lt

then diversified

into manufacturing refrigeration equipment
though a joint venture with a )apanese company.
Later, it established manufacturing facilities for
pharmaceuticals and health products, which arc
now its main lines ofbusiness.
This informality gives entrepreneurs great
flexibility to respond to an uncertain business en

vironmenl composed of unclear and rapidly
changing government policies, taxes, and regulations. However, it hampers their ability to raise
capital, reward managers and employees, and operate efficiently. As a result, even large, mature
businesses havc many of the strengths and weak-

more often associated with small startuPs.
Companies typically go through a "life cycle"
of formation, grt-rwth, and nraturity. Starting as r
sole proprietorship, f-nmily business, or startup,
they gradually expand their ownership as closely
held corporations. Eventually, the largest become publicly traded to tap wider sources of
capital. Their legal structure, financial structure,
corporate governance, and market relationships
all change during the life cyclc. For example,
startups and sole proprietorships provide minimal financial disclosure, while public corporations provide extensive financial information.
Similarly, startups generally lack formal governance slru(lurc\, while more mnture companies
have formal systems by which owners hold managers account:rble for their performance and
protect investor interests.
However, firms in Chinai private sector have
a limited ability to evolve beyond the first, informal stages of life, and tend to become stuck in a
framework of lcgal, financial, and governance
structures that they have outgrown in terms of
the size and complexity of thcir business. Thus
the informality of the private seclor is particularly problematic for larger, more mature enterprises. Il is becoming an even more serious constraint now that the private sector is beginning
to play a larger role in the Chinese economy. Private enterprise! need to expand beyond the scale
of a small family business. They must be able to
gain access to exlernal capital, hire skilled managers, and engage io pa nerships with other enterprises, To do these things, enterprises need to
display greater lransparency and structure in
their 6nancial management and corporate govnesses

ernance.

Figuro 3
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ture, or separating companies into wholly sepa-

The policy environment to date has heavily
favored SOEs, whether in providing access to
markets or to 6nance. Markets closed to private
enterprise include banking, telecommunications,
wholesale distribution, metals, audio products,
primary real estate development, and taxi services. Until 1998, few private enterprises were al,
lowed to export directly; the rest had to work
through state-owned trading companies. Bank
loans have been freely available to SOEs, but virtually impossible for private enterprises to obtain. Similarly, access to the government-deter-

mined quota for stock-exchange listings has
been heavily biased toward state-owned enterprises.
Since the government recognized the private
sector as a pillar of the economy alongside the
state secto! in 1997, it has faced the difficult reform agenda ofleveling the playing 6eld between
the public and private sectors. One of the high
priorities of this agenda will be to shift from a

discretionary, particularistic way of regulating
and taxing the private sector toward a rulesbased system. For instance, government oeeds to

rate enterPrises.

O Finance
Above all, business cannot grow without access to fiDancing. This is a particularly acute
problem for China's domestic private sector:
only I percent of bank credit goes to private

The policy environment to date has heavily lavored
S0Es, whether in providing access to markels or to

finance. Markets closed to private enterprise include
banking, telecommunications. wholesale distribution,
metals, audio products, primary real estate
development, and taxi services.
firms, and only

I

percent of listings on the

more fundamental reforms, such as strengthening property rights and ensuring that the judicial

Shanghai and Shenzhen exchanges are private.
As a result, private 6rms rely heavily on self-financing for their growth (iee Figure 4). But that
source will be inadequate once they move beyond the startup, high-growth phase. As with
other issues, the solution requires a mix of
straightforward regulatory changes (such as al-

system enforces them.

lowing private firms grearer access to equity

make the registration oI private enterprises simple, cheap, and automatic. But the future growth
of private enterprise also depends on progress in

The smallest enterprises

will require

less

change. The prevalent model

of owner-managed,
closely held family enterprises will continuc ro
suit them. For larger companies, the best opportunities for building the business, expanding the
maragement team, and obtaining external fi-

nancing lie in converting to limited-liability
shareholding companies.

a

N€w corporate forms

markets) and more frrndamental reform (such as
building a commercial banking system that allocates credit on the basis of commercial decisions,
rather than government direction). However, access to finance will not improve until private en-

Figuro 4

Source! ot Finance in Surv6yed Firm!, by Firm Size

New corporate forms imply new formal
structures of corporate governance. In particular, incorporation as a joint-stock (ompany imposes responsibilities on the company toward its
shareholders. One of these responsibilities is to
manaSe the company transparently and in shareholders'best interests. Where outside equity is
sought, it is especially important for companies
to adhere to the required governance standards.
This requires ma.ior changes to the way private
businesses in China operate.
'Io make corporate governance simpler and
more transparent, many enterprises may need to
reorganize their complex structures of holding
companies and affiliated companies. The opacity
inherent in such structures may have been bene,
6cial for an informal enterprise but is a handicap
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for a formal one. Firms of this nature find it
more difficult to define their assets and liabili-

ties, to repo financial performance lucidly, and
to assign clear management responsibilities and
performance measures. Thus, improving corporale governance will in part involve restructuring
related enterprises into a single corporate struc-
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ods, extending explicit or implicit guarantees for
bank loans to enterprises with state ownership.
As a result, banls impose heaq transaction costs

terprises make their 6nancial Position, corPorate

governance, and beneficial ownership more
transparent.
China's law of incorporation imposes limited
financial disclosure requirements. These may be
a step forward for many enterprises but are still
much less stringent than international best prac-

and collateral requirements on private enterprises applying for loans, deterring all but the
largest private lirms from seeking bank loans (see
Figure 5).

Compgting undor naw aulgt
China's impending accession to the World

Enterprises that hope to attract Ioreign investment
or trade in international markets

will

(wTO) provides new impetus for the government to move toward a rulcsbased, nondiscriminatory policy environment
for private enterprise. This will not only expose
the domestic private sector to new competition
from abroad. but will also introduce new 6nancial institutions to serve the needs of privale
business. Hence the environment for domestic
businesses will continue to evolve rapidly. The
challenge for the government and entrepreneurs
alike is to put the domestic private sector on
solid ground. so that it will be ready to seizc new
Trade Organization

need to adopt

international financia! disclosure standards. Before fi rms
can adopt such standards. they need appropriate internal

financial systems and controls.
tices. Enterprises that hope to attract forei8n investment or trade in international markets will
need to adopt international financial disclosure
standards. Before firms can adoPt such standards, they need appropriate internal financial
systems and controls to ensure more accurate,
timely financial reports. They will also have to
observe higher standards of external auditing
than they do now to vouch for the accuracy of

opportunities

as they arise.

Assuming that the government becomes less
involved in determining market access and places
less emphasis on distortionary policies and regulations and on the role of SOEs in many markets,
the risk for private enterprises of focusing on one
line of business will decline. In resPonse, capital

these reports.

and labor markets will improve, there will be
fewer advantages to obtaining capital and labor
from within a conglomerate, and the inefliciencies of managing across multiple industries will
be shown up by competition from 6rms that obtain their capital and managers from the market.
To withstand this competition, China's enterprises will have to show the
same focus and efficiency as

Recent 6nancial and SOE reforms have made

significant progress in hardening SOEs'budget
constraints and reducing government interference in bank lending. However, the playing 6eld

is still uneven when it comes to bank lending.
Local governments continue to influence bank
Iending in favor of SOEs by, among other meth-

Fiouro 5

foreign companies.

M6io. Constrain0

China's home-grown entrepreneurs have shown im'
pressive flexibility and dynamism in expanding their
businesses in the absence of

Co"niiraintr on Accot!ing 86nk Loanr Among Surveyed Fitm!. by Firm Size
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new sources of capital.
China's ability to compete

?0
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t5

with foreign 6rms depends on
the ability of these en-

trepreneurs

to grow

uP

quickly and match best practices in the West. Their proven
ability to respond quickly to

10

changes in the business environment suSSests that manY
will rise to this challenge, and
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secure legal frameworks, and
with very limited access lo exlcrnal finance. Recent policy
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that the domestic private sector will play an ever more important role in the Chinese
economy.
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Network Solutions'introduces domain names in Chinese, Japanese and Korean.
Now, for the first tirne you can register domain names in Chinese (Simplified and
Traditional), in Japanese and in Korean.' Our service is simple and reliable, just what
you'd expect from Network Solutions, the world's leading registrar. All you do is log on
to
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allowed some of them to accumulate impressive
fortunes. Dot-com millionaires are the highestprofile among the youthful rich pack in China,
but are by no means the only citizens who have

Three case studies revealthe
diverse backgrounds of China's

new business tycoons

ket segments, including agriculture, education,
the environmcnt, railroad construction, telecommunications, and social securiry Despite the danger o[ such wide diversifcation diluting a company's core strenglhs, the privately held company
reached sales o[ $92 million in 1999, up fiom $77

1987, Huang returned to academic
of the frrst students enrolled in a PhD
program at Bei.jing's prestigious University of In-

In early
as one

ternational Business and Economics, Even before
he received his doctoral degree in 1990, however,
Huang had begun developing key domestic and

foreign corpolate connections, ones that inspired him to found his own private lirm,
He began his company, JP International (|PI),
as a consulting organization, and quickly expanded JPI when he entered into a ioint venture
to make components for bottled-water stands.
Over the next decade, Huang used his political
ties along with personal business drive to create

million in 1998, with net income of some $6 million. The Beijing-based company now employs

a global company.

140 people in several Chinese cities.
Though he now leads a secure and comfortable existence, Huang's path to success had some

in

dramatic ups and downs. As a child

in

1960s

China, he lived a life of relative luxury, as his father was a military general supportive of Chairman Mao Zedong's Cultural Revolution ally,
General Lin Biao. But when Lin died while flce-

fhe China

gan building key political connections that
would serve him well in his future business career. Before completing the frrst year of a fouryear assignment in Vienna, Huang was recalled

life

Huang Iianping has managed to build a powerhouse ofdisparate enterprises. The )PI Group of
Compaoies has divisions that cover several mar-

January-February 2oo1

to the United Nations in Vienna, Austria.
It was during this assignment that Huang be-

cess, the role they see themselves playing in
China, and their goals for the future.

J. P. Hu.ng, PhD:
Conglomorrta gntioptonaul

/

nomic Relations and Trade (MOFERT, now the
Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation tMOFTECI) hired him, after a competitive
national search, to serve at their Chinese mission

wealthy entrepreneurs reveal their secrets to suc-

in their

early careers. Interviews with three young,

20

Xiamen University in Fujian Province. Upon
graduation in 1984, the Ministry of Foreign Eco-

to Beijing to serve in then-Premier Zhao Ziyang's
of6ce. He acted as an assistant in multilateral affairs, and sometimes as an interpreter for Zhao.
He also worked with then-Foreign Trade Vice
Minister Li Lanqing, who Iater became the head
of the ministry and is now a vice premier,

managed to build successful companies

Eric llrrwit
is sn associate protessor ol
Asian Studies at ths Univsrsity
of Hawaiiand s visiting scholar
at Stanford Univsrsity,

guage lnstitute in Chongqing, and went on to
study for a Master's degree in English literature at

ing arrest for plotting aSainst Mao in

1971,

Huang's father, though not prosecuted, fell from
his elite position.
Huang began to repair his social standing after
China's colleges frrlly reopened after Mao's death.
In 1977, he enrolled in the Sichuan Foreign lanBusiness Review

Shortly after China established ties with Israel
months there setting
up joint ventures using advanced Israeli agricultural techniques, The company\ Far East Agricultural Technology division now designs and
manufactures greenhouses and components, and
the 2000 IPI annual report claims it has 25 percent of China's market for these products. Another project in cooperation with Israel's Tadiran
Telecommunications Co. and other foreign companies helps manage telecommunications services such as bilting, call centers, wireless access,
1992, he spent some six

and data analysis.

In the company's environmental division,
joint venture with

a

several Swiss companies man-

ufactures water lreatment and air quality analysis equipment. According to Huang, this com,
pany built the wastewater treatment plant for
Baskin Robbins's facility in Beijing. Other divisions supply railway ties for the country's ex-

panding transportation network, dyes and
chemicals for textile production, and labor training and social security planning for the Ministry
of Labor and Social Security,

Perhaps the most innovarive of th€ JPI
Group's current endeavors is the China-USA
Business University (CUBU), which opened in
1997 as the PRCs first independenr joint-venture university. CUBU has enrolled more than
200 MBA students over t}Ie past three years, and,
lecturers from the United States for teaching duties,
and foreign professionals based in Beijing for a
regular lecture series.
HuanS explains that his success has hinged on

with instruction primarily in English, taps

relationships. Even the wealthicst of China's
business elite must form alliances with top-level

government officials, he says, who help to nurture private business. It is even possible to find
officials who help private executives translate
their economic power into political power For
example, he says, if an execulive has important
economic interests in a particular city, he or she
can work with provincial-level officials to facilitate continued profitable activities. Of course,
problems can occur if the private entrepreneur
chooses, willingly or by misjudgment, to cooper-

with the corrupt officials. The businessperson
should be careful to advise the official if he or
she is exceeding the bounds of reasonable behavate

ior.
But Huang says he now rarely needs to resort
to political connections in running his company.
Furthermore, though he constantly encountered
corrupt officials in th€ early years of his business
a decade ago. he asserts that the anticorruption
drives of recent years have reduced the burden of
dealing with officials who regulate pdvate business.

Huang believes the elite must maintain a certain degree of anonymity in society. He explains,

"if

you claim you're wealthy, your lifetime is
short." The necessity for anonymity exte[ds to
the formation of organized groups, As long as
those with money avoid a concerted challenge to
the government, they will be tolerated and seen
of the countryt economy, Huang says. In

as part

any case, he doesn't see himself or his fellow
businesspeople as interested in power. "Having

projects, so he has set up a foundation to con-

tribute scholarship money to a college in
Sichuan.

Jrck M.: lntarnot b.ron
fack Ma, like many young entrepreneurs
around the globe who have risen quickly in the
Internet business, spends most of his time traveling around the world to foster new partnerships,
expand website membership, and manage the
global team for his business, Alibaba.com. Unlike
Huang, Ma, now 36 years old, was born inlo a
typical working-class Chinese family. His father
was employed in a cultural association in the

elite must maintain a

tamily's hometown of Hangzhou, Zhejiang

anonymity in society.

Province, and his mother worked in a clock fac-

tory Both

are now retired.
Ma's early academic career was also less impressive than Huangt. His elementary and high
schools were not prestigious, and he subsequently failed his college entrance exam three
times. After graduating from Hangzhou Munici-

pal Teacher's College in 1988, he began teaching
English in a local technical school.

certain degree of

"lf you

He explains,

claim you're wealthy.
your liletime is
short."

In early 1995, Ma visited the United States as
translator, and had his 6rst introduction to the
newly emerging world of the Internet and web
browsers. He quit his teaching job on returning
a

to China, and founded the company Zhejiang
Dife-Hope lnformation Development Co. Ltd.
(Chinapages) to create and host websites, A subsidiary of rival state-run telecom giant China
Telecommunications Corp. Ltd. acquired the
corporation in 1997.
Afier leaving his first high-technology company, Ma went to work for MOFTEC in Beijing.
There, he helped build the China International
Electronic Communication Center, one of the
first organizations to promote business-to-business

electronic .ommerce in China. According to

Ma, the company had revenue of Y2.8 million
($340,000) in its first year.
Before long, Ma realized he could build his
own company to bring businesses together on
the lnternet, and h€ took six of his Beijing colleagues with him in early 1999 to Hangzhou ro
found Alibaba.com. The new company raised
$60,000 to open its doors. Since then, Alibaba
has caught the attention of major international
investors, who have continued to provide funding. Alibaba employs about 150 workers, mostly
Chinese, though Ma is the only PRC citizen
among the seven-member board of directors.
The rest of the board hails from Canada, Europe,

money doesn't mean you want power-it means
you want to make more money."
Still, Huang does see the beginning of polar-

India, and the United States.

ization in Chinese society. He forecasts eventual
violence by poor Chinese citizens against the
rich, and cautions the elite classes to avoid ostentation. Huang drives a Shanghai-made Volkwagen, rather than a flashier import, for this rea-

small and medium-sized Chinese exporting
companies- As of late 2000, manufactured items

son. Huang also sees a need for successfiJ private
businesspeople like him to undertake charitable

Huang believes the

There are some 450,000 registered users at Al-

ibaba's website, about 70 percent of whom are

such as chemicals, industrial supplies, and foodstuffs made up the bulk of the inventory on offer

for sale or solicitation.
Continued on page 27
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[hina s Steel Sector
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Thomas Brizendine and Charles Oliver

Wilvi.jffui",;I;:*'r',rffilr
is approaching
ment in China's steel sector

rapidly. To athact foreign interest, however, the
industly will have to overcome its pervasive and

high-profile troubles, from backward manage-

Despite the risks, foreign steel-makers

would do wellto start looking at China
ment practices and poor Product quality to government interference of all kinds at all levels. No
industrial sector in China is more rePresentative

of the condition of state owned enterprises
(SOEs) today than China's steel industry, with its
problems of over-employment, poor manage-

ment, low efficiency, and social cost burdens.
Partly in preparation lor WTO entry, SOE reforms have been intcnsilting. The short-term
impact of WIO on the steel sector will be mixed.
however. On one hand, PRC importers will be
free to supply their clients in a more open and
transparent environment. On the other hand,
WIO membership will enable China to seek redress for antidumping and other unfair trade
practices through formal WTO mechanisms.

An indu.try in di..rrly
China, which produced 123 million tons of

in 1999, is already the world's larSest Producer of steel by a rapidly growing margin. By
the end of 2000, this margin was roughly 20-30
million tons per year. At the same time, PRC
steel producers are enormously inefficient: they
waste and abuse resources, maintain redundant
enrployees, and serve as increasingly reluctant
employers to entire cities. Without government
protection, only a handful of these companies
could compete regionally, and none globally.
The numbers tell a grim story. China's finished steel productivity per employee is approximately 37 torrs per year. ln developed nations
this 6gure is closer to 400 tons. The modern steel
industry is capital- and knowledge-intensive, but
China's comparative advantage lies largely in its
low labor costs. Per-person productivity indisteel

Thomrs Briz.ndino
is a panner with GCiS China
Sorvices in Beijing.
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is a panner with GCiS China
Servicss in Shsnghai.
GCiS is a private consulting
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.ates not only the bloated nature of enterprise
payrolls, but more signi6cantly, provides a direct
measure of manaSemenl effectiveness.
Domestic consumers are demanding higher
quality steel in ever-larger quantities, and
China's domestic industry has great difficulty
meeting their requirements. Though it is the
world's largest steel producer, China consistently
imports higher grades of steel and specialized
steelproducts.
Steel enterprises, like other SOEs, face rising
taxes and social burdens even as their financial
results deteriorate. And yet China's steel authorities still retain central-planning habits and controls. They appoinl managers based on political
rather than performance criteria, approve and
fund investments, arrange shotgun - marridge
mergers, set productiofl levels and prices, and
promote import-substitution policies.
One reason for government involvement is
that the steel sector's performance directly influences China's unemployment rate and social stability. The world Bank estimates that Chi[a has
between l6 and l8 million unemployed urban
workers, a figure many analysts view as conservative. China's steel industry employs 3 million,
mainly urban, workers, and several times that
number depend on China's steel enterprises for
their pensions, health care, and housing.
One example is the city of Handan, Hebei
Province, where city and health officials'estimates of urban labor force unemployment range
ftom 30 to 70 percent. Handan is also the home
of Handan Steel Co.. one of China's more efficient producers, at 103.5 tons per employee per
year, according to government figures. Handan
Steel employs 28,176 people directly. were the
company to raise its productivity to 250 tons Per

employee per year without raising outPut, it
would have to lay off 16,510 people-over half
of its workforce-in a city that already has 50
percent unemployment. Clearly Handan's corPo-

rate decisionmaking is an issue for provincial
and local ofllcials, who also depend on Handan
for tax revenue, no matter what policies emerge
from Beijing.

The recent rebound in overall economic
growth and the likely development of a domestic
housing market will relieve some steel enterprises, but most are doomed, and increasingly

desperate. Baoshan Corp. (Baosteel) and other
large enterp.ises (see Box) will probably survive
because of the governmenCs strong support for
these "key" employers and producers. Among
smaller key enterprises and non-key enterprises,

the winners will be those that successfully discover actual costs; reform marketing, sales, and
distribution; and focus on a limited number of
products-while disentangling themselves from
the SOL mentality. The changing environment

tent. This is because many of the injured endusers, such as appliance makers, are among
China's most competitive companies. [t makes
little sense for China's authorities to weaken
other industries' international competitive advantage to protect the steel industry. The more
likely long term solution will be an easing up on

Foreign investors can supply Ghina s domestic

presents the astute foreign investor with a series
of opportunities-and corresponding risks.

demand with a wide range ol finished products that

Raaaoaa to invaat

the domestic industry cannot.

Carefirl examination of product requirement
trends and the capacity of the domestic steel industry reveals a series of product demand and
supply mismatches. Foreign investors can thus
supply China's domestic demand with a wide
range of finished products that the domestic industry cannot. These mismatches also make potentially fertile hunting ground for strategic, limited investments in the sector. The joint venture
remains the primary investment vehicle, as wholly

forcign-owned enterprises are forbidden in the
steel industry and will remain so after WTO entry.
One example ofthe opportunities that can be

found in

mismatches is the ioint venture
1997 between Germany's Krupp
Thyssen Nirosta and a subsidiary of Baosteel. By
fa. the larSest steel foreign investment project in
China, it is also the only one to be approved at
the national level. Total investment exceeds $300
million for the construction of a factory to produce integrated srainless steel, which is in short
supply in China\ domestic market.
Another example is the PRC antidumping
case against importers of sheet steel for the appliance market. Chinese market participants esti,
mate that the gap between domestic production
and demand in these product lines is now about
one million tons annually, and is growing in the
low- to mid-double digits, Domestic producers
not only produce insufficient quantities of the
steel, but also produce steel of inadequate quality

approved

imports and an increase in investment by the
larger key enterprises in specific remedies. For
example, Baosteel is already establishing a sheetcutting center that will address the sheet-width
issue. For the time being. however, direct invest-

ment is the only realistic way to avoid this kind
of administrative protectionism.

Acquirltion. rh6ad
In addition to product supply and demand
mismatches. opportunities for foreign investors
exist in the industry's high level of wasting as-
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2000, p.J0) enable Chinese steel enrerprises to
force their enduser industries to accept higher
costs and lower standards. [n the short term
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that hold the potential for Positive economic returns, but earn negative returns

sets-frxed
as a result

assets

of poor management or other factors.

China began sleel induslry reforms in earnest in
the early 1990s, intending to build a number of
world-class steel manufacluring and Processing
enterprises. Government investment in the sector
has been heary throughout the decade but the allocation of investment has been sPread far wider
than was originally intended. A typical Sovernment-funded upgrade provides a toP-grade foreign factory, integrated with domestic equiPment
as feasible. Because of poor management, among
other reasons, these investments have not produced anything close to acceptable economic
yields. Many of the investments have become
trapped, and are just wasting assets employed in
economic Ioss-making.
Some of these facilities will soon 80 on the
block-perhaps as early as this year. At this time
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valuations are still unreasonable and government-forced mergers are the primary resolution.
But over 60 steel enterprises are currently on the
waiting list for debt-equity swaps with the new
asset management companies lsee The CBR,
July-AuSust 2000, p.22).ln the next couple of
years, through direct neSotiation and investment
as well as deals with asset management comPa-

of these assets will become available
for foreign participation, if not outriSht purnies, many
chase.

A[other source of opportunity is the "white
knight" phenomenon. As endangered enterprises
run out of options, whether they are non-key
enterprises facing unbearable pressure or key enterprises facing unwanled mergers, companies
are increasingly despemte to 6nd strong partners
to bail them oul. lmminenl wTO accession may

assure foreign investors-potential wh ite

knights-thdt, given time. successfirl enterprises
in China will be able to exPort. This will create
opportunities mainly in niche or regional markets. But in China, a regional market is tlpically
Iarger by population than a medium-sized country. Examples of niche and regional markets in
China include tool and bearing steels, large sections for shipbuilding, sheet steel in the ShanS-

hai region, and construction rebar in Sichuan
Province. The Krupp Thyssen investment, an integrated stainless steel facility, is an example of
this stIategy.
ln addition to these areas of opPortunity,
other trends make investing in China's steel sector strategically important for foreign steelmakers.

a Product substitution

The mature steel industries of developed nations rely on efficiency im-

Provements and technical product innovations
to bring better returns. As a material, steel has

the nrore troublesome risks of investing in

held its ground far better than anyone might
have predicted l5 years ago, but creeping substitution by plastics, composites, aluminum, mag-

O Economic risks
Maior projects in the steel industry require a
great deal of capital, Though the participation of
industry champion Baosteel and the presence of
various soft-financing supports reduces the risk

nesium, and related alloys is held at bay only by
advancing product and manufacturing technolo
gies and systems. The only realistic way to drive

significant growth is in new markets-among
which China stands out.

O Global integration Globalization is forcing

China's steel industry:

Bearing steels and other steel products in which
China is strong are already being incorporated into

multinationals to integrate China into their supply chains. Bearing steels and other steel products in which China is strong are already being
incorporated into global product and distribu-

global product and distribution systems.

tion

systems, As heary steel users progress down

of the Krupp Thyssen/Baostcel proiect, industry

this path, the impact on foreign steel producers
will become ever more apparent. Also, Chinese
enterprises are exporting increasing amounts of
steel in finished-product form. Foreign producers and distributors lhat do not participate in
China's market will gradually lose control over
progressively larger portions of their traditional

observers are skeptical of success for a variety of
reasons. Schedule and budget overruns can

customers' steel consumption.

a

Market size A comparison with the United

States illustrates how large China's steel

industry
could become. Average US per capita steel consumption is approximately 0.35 tons per person
per year In China, assuming a population of 1.3
billion people, this number is currently only 0.1
tons. Chinai housing and automobile industries,
two primary steel consumers, are in their early
stages of development. Add to this machinery,
appliances, and the export of components of the

housing and automobile industries, and it seems
likely that domestic demand alone couJd propel
China's steel production to 160 million tons per
year and beyond by the end of the decade. And
with domestic demand of this scale, export competitiveness is a given.

lnv..t, but with c.ution
The reasons and the strategic imperatives for
action are clear, but the fact remains that such
inveslmenls will require a long-lerm perspective
and will involve almost unprecedented risks. The
steel sector at this time represents the worst of

China's investment climate. Below are some of

quickly become problems with a proiect of this
size. The bulk of the economic risk of a large
steel project lies in the proiecl's execution stage.
So when choosing to invest this level of capital,
investors are right to be cautious and conservative. Proper homework on all aspects of the deal
is a prerequisite-one that far too many foreign
investors in China have ignored, usually to their
own detriment.
The valuation ofassets and liabilities is a clear
economic risk. In some cases, as mentioned
above, wasting assets can be rescued at a discounl and made productive. The Chinese government must approve all asset valuations. How-

ever, like much in China, this process is
frequently manipulated for various purpos€salmost always to the disadvantage of the foreign
investor. ln addition, huge liabilities hang over
many of these enterprises. ranging from pension,
heallh, and social service liabilities to problems
of triangular debt. Despite practices recently established in other PRC industries, where foreign
investors have been able to avoid taking on
SOEs' historical liabilities, the steel industry's socalled "old guard" is likely to resisr adopring similar practices, at least at first.
O Personncl risks
The second risk in working with domestic
companies is the role ofthe old guard. These steel
industry managers are 50- and 60-year-olds who
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lnvestors should
examine mediumand smaller-sized
key enterprises lor

were trained in the former Soviet Union or F-astern Bloc countries. They spent their careers in the
politically intense but economica.lly crippled SOE
system. In many ways these managers are as unfamiliar with the needs of foreign investors today as
they were at the start of the reform era. This not

only causes all kinds of relationship and communication problems, but exacerbates all of the common problems-fiom foreign currency issues to
finding competent management and staff-that
foreign investors encounter in China (ree Ifie
CBR, Novcmber-December 2000, p.8).

possible partners,

a Gov€rnment risks

preferably ones

vestors is government, at all levels. Globally, the
steel industry has always had a close relationship

with recoverable

with governments, and this relationship will

assets.

Another major area of risk for foreign in-

probably remain close in China in the future. Because of the strength of the relationship between
the government and the steel industry in China,
Baosteel and other large key enterprises will have
an advantage in any potential conflicts with their
foreign partners. lndced. domestic competitors,
no matter th€ir size, enjoy a wide variety of benefits, and key enterprises have explicit government
support. Nearly all steel enterprises enjoy local
and provincial support, which may include preferential concessions on utilities. resources, and
land. In addition, domestic Producers' abilities
are improving, and they will eventually be able to
6ll any supply gaps. Inevitabll foreign investors
and domestic producers will collide in the market. Chinese enterprises use their strong relationships at all lcvels of government to neSotiale
deals to their advantage and to their foreign
counterparts' disadvantage.
Interestingly, the collusion of regional and local governments with their enterprises to obscure
national policy intent only hastens the imPact of
marketization. ln effect, the governmcnts enable

the discontinuity in planning through which
market forces gain control.
China's steel industry is also one of the last
strongholds of Chinat central planners. Though

central planners are not likely to relinquish
power easily or quickly, market forces cannot be
held off inde6nitely. Central planners can dictate
certain terms, but lhey cannot force an enterPrise
to make a saleable product, and they cannot force
customers to buy.
Not to be overlooked is the interference of international governments and their agents outside
of China. International organizations are already
playing a role in China's steel industry. The German Development Agency's involvement in the
Krupp Thyssen/Baosteel ioint venture illustrates
the European Union's longstanding pattern of as-

sisting its own companies abroad by providing
concessionary financing. Of course, the European
Union is not alone in this regard, and US trade
practices can be criticized as well. These kinds of
activities on the part of foreiSn Sovernments and

international institutions only distort the mar-
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ket-thus arbitrarily increasing risks for all investments in the industry especially existing investmentS.

Strataglc concarnt

lf foreign steel-makers are able to import successfully into Chinai market after its entry into
the wTO, then trade is a natural and low-risk
path to take. Foreign 6rms are likely to face protectionism, however. Tools such as antidumping
legislation and import-substitution tax breaks
are used the world over to protect domestic steel
industries, and China will be no different.
Companies lhus musl consider investment in
China not iust to overcome tariff and non-tariff
trade barriers but for straleSic reisons, particularly the need to stay ahead of China in the areas

of product quality and efficiency. In l0

years,

China's steel industry may be producing in the
neighborhood of 200 million tons per year and
supporting more sophisticated enduser industries such as appliances, machinery, automobiles,
and eventually even construction.
If foreign steel-makers come to China, they
must decide what form their investment will take
and with whom to work. One choice is to work

on maior projects with key enterprises, as Krupp
Thyssen did. The other choice is to work with
smaller partners in specifc product lines for regional or niche markets, as several othet companie: have done. The second choice offers a num'
ber of advantages. Smaller projects allow fbr
more clearly defined partnerships, better overall
leverage, and better chances for success. All forms
of risk mitigation are easier to undertake. Political interference is less likely than in large proiects
in this industry, which are by nature political.
AIso, making small investments today does not
preclude expanding projects or making larger investments at a later date. The Chinese market is
changing rapidly; there is no assurance that any
of the major producers, other than the four large

key entcrprises, will be viable enterprises a
decade from now.
lnvestors should look at markets in which
both the quality and quantity of domestic supply
is insufhcient. With this knowledge, they should
examine medium- and smaller-sized key enterprises for possible partners, preferably ones with
recoverable assets. Aggressive investors might
even examine some of the larger or more competent non-kcy enterprises in upstream industries such as infrastructure and construction. In-

vestors should also define the project in the
tightest terms possible, negotiate manaSement
control, and avoid assigned employee transfers
fiom the Chinese partner.
The first deals will be slow to materialize, but
for many foreign investors now is the time to begin the process. The fact remains that China's
steel sector will develop into a global force of unprecedented size. Foreign steel companies i8nore
Z
this fact only at their own long-term

risk.

Ghinese

Millionaires

continued rron pase 2t

Ma does not reveal current revenue totals but
admits that the company currently runs in the

per. When Echo Fashion failed in 1995, Tian resorted to real estate to bolster her income.

red. He expects prolits to come from charging for

Undaunted, Tian founded a new company,
Cheer Arts Trading, and served as the exclusive
agent for the l'rench home fashion company Yves
Delorme. She then turned to another French
company, Groupe Fremaux, to form a Beijingbased joint venture. The cooperative business,
Beijing t.a Maison de Domitille Home Co., specializes in selling high-end imported home fashion pro<lucts, such as sheets, bath towels, and
other interior lextile products. Target customem
include urban Chinese citizrns who are now able
to purchase ncw or existing housing from the
state, and who wish to tailor their home's interior
to their own taste.
Though Tian is the ioint venture's president
and CEO, she benefits from the expertise of her
foreign partners. The company so far is more

premium membership, advertising, and fees for
trade-related services. The decline in American
high-technology stocks in spring 2000 hurt the
company's chances to list on the NASDAQ stock
exchange, but Alibaba has enough cash to last
into late 2001, and so may yet outlast its rivals.
As for his relations with political powers, Ma
highlights the bene6ts of working in Hangzhou,
a city off the beaten track of the Beijing-Shanghai-Guangdong coastal business nexus. As an example of the cooperation Ma receives from the

smaller local government, he points out that
municipal ofhcials are quick to help new Alibaba
employees who are relocating from elsewhcre in
China to change their ofhcial residence registration (fia,tou) so that they can work legally in
Hangzhou. The city has also helped the company
secure vital telecommunications lines. Ma asserts
that the government now realizes the critical role
the lnternet can play in developing China's economy, and this realization transcends the need for

personal connectioos (guanxi) when dealing
with of6cials.
Despite his company's recent success in the
nascent world of the Internet, Ma plans to retire
in four years, when he turns 40. "It is healthy fbr
the company founder to leave," he says, adding
that others in the company are capable of taking
the reins. After he leaves Alibaba he plans to re-

turn to a career in teaching, but this time
lessons

will

be on how to

build

a successful

his

com-

pany.

Echo fian: Succoaaful buainatawoman
Echo Tian has had more exposure to life outside of China than either Huang or Ma. Like the
other two. thoLrgh, she founded her company in
her homeland.
Tian's father, a Manchu descendant of the last
ruling imperial dynasty, the Qing, has served in
important positions in the local Beijing govern-

ment. Her family background inspired her to
education abroad. Though she began uni-

seek

versity study at the Beijing Language and Culture
University, she grew impatient for more stimulating instruction, and left the university before
graduating. In 1988, she finished two years of
study in fashion at the Parsons School of Design
in New York. She returned to the PRC in 1992.
Her 6rst attempt to build a company focused
on what she knew best-fashion, In this company,
Echo Fashion, she modeled her early designs on
Coco Chanel s, and began releasing designs twice
a year. By 1994, she was managing 20 boutiques

throughout China. Unfortunately, the company
grew too quickly for Tian, and she now realizes
she lacked the necessary experience in markcting
and distribution to make a large company pros-

prosperous than her previous endeavors-in
1999, it had sales of $4 million and projects 2000
sales at $ l5 million. With regional offices in
Chengdu, Sichuan Province; Cuangzhou, Guangdong Province; and Shanghai, the company plans
to spread to markets in nearly all parts of the
country. In addition to large state-owned retail
outlets, thc company focuses on emerging foreign
hypermarkets such as Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. and
Carrefour as channels for sales in China.
Like Huang and Ma, Tian declines to reveal her
personal profits from business transactions, but
acknowledges she received Western-standard
compensation for both her textile and real estate
activities. Though Tian has prospered in a society
dominated by males, she says her recent su.cess is
driven bv her need to provide for the future of her
small family. A brief marriage left her with custody of her young daughter, and she also takes
care ofher invalid mother.
For Tian, as for Huang and Ma, translation of
wealth into power is not part of her plans. She has
little admiration for some of her friends who have
tried to find positions in organizations such as the
semi-governmental Chinese People's Political
Consultative Conference. She lries to maintain a
low prolile for her child, who takes buses and taxis
to school, rather than a chauffeured car. However,
unlike Huang, Tian prefers to drive a MercedesBenz,

Yho

tutu.. ol tho w.llthy

The Chinese have allowed the accumulation
of large fortunes under single-party rule. Indeed,
these three cases demonstrate that the young,
wealthy elite work well within the system, and
ironically, are probably playing key supporting
roles in China's economy. If the moneyed class
can avoid sparking resentment among underprivileged citizens, China's current leadership
will likely tolerate and even encourage the activities of the PRC's wealthiest citizens.
3,
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South l(oreat Ielecom Ambitions
Ca

Ioreign companies' stakes in China will only
L"*ornd once
China becomes a member ol
I tni wn a .Iruae organizarion (W"l o). For

Chinese government that Korean companies are
dumping products on the Chinese market.
ln seeking to build its high-technology sector,

South Korean firms, the stakes are especially
high. On one hand, after Chi.a's WTO entry,

China has once again sought South Korea's

they will confront Sreater competition from
China in industries such as steel, textiles, and apparel. On the other hand, South Korea has much
to gain from the opening of
Ch in a's teleconrmunications market, particularly in
the area of wircless commu-

South Korean companies

want a large piece of
China's CDMA pie

nications. Leading South
Korean telecom compa nies-Samsung, LG Group,

and SK Teleco

m-which

have already established a
foothold in China\ code division multiple access
(CDMA) market, have the most to Sain as
China s interest in CDMA wireless communication technology grows.
Since they established diplomatic ties in I992,
South Korea and China have expanded two-way
trade significantly (see Table l). The reason is
sirnple: China and Korea share more than just
customs, they continue to engage in close economic cooperation.'Iiade between China and
Korea increased by 20-30 percent annually until
the 1997-98 Asian financial crisis. In 1999, twoway trade rebounded and reached a record high
of $25 billion, according to Chinese customs
statistics, making China South Korea's thirdlargest trading partner and South Korea China's
fourth-largest trading partner. By the 6rst half of
2000, n{o-way trade had reached a new record of
$26.7 billion.
Recent studies have shown that,

Clolin.

in the early
1990s, trade between the two countries was
largely complementary: the majority of Korean
exports to China wcre intermediate 8oods, while

Coopol

is dirsctor of congressiontl

attairs and usde policy with the
Korea Economic Instituts in
Washington, DC, and the suthor
oi Chins and the WTo:
lmplications fot South Koroa
srdJrpr4 published onlins at
www.keia.org.
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China exported mostly consumer products to
Korea. ln recent years, however, trade has becomc much more competitive, especially in areas
such as steel, where Chinese firms have benefited
greatly from the transfer of South Korean technology. Increased competition has given rise to a
number of trade disputes between lhe two countries. In the case of steel, for example, China and
Korea continue to feud over allegations by the

The China Business Review

know-how and technology. Over the past year,
the two countries have engaged in a number of
exchanges to discuss collaboration on CDMA
development. The further opening of China's
wireless sector promises to bring new opPortunities for South Korea's leading telecom companies, which havc already established themselves
as innovators in wireless communications.

South Ko.or'r larp ol faith
South Korea took a leap of iaith in t993 by
adopting the US-invented CDMA as its wireless
standard, while much of Asia remains dominated by the gloh.rl syslem for mobile communi-

T.blo 1
South Koroc-Chino Trade
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cations (GSM) standard. South Korea's interest
in CDMA began in the early 1990s when the Korean Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute formed a partnership with US
firm Qualcomm Inc. to develop CDMA. After
Samsung, an equipment provider, and Shinsegi,
a service provider, teamed up to deliver the
world's lirst commercial CDMA service in 1996,
CDMA use in South Korea exploded. South Korea has more than 5,000 CDMA cell sites to feed
growing demand. The Financial lirnes reported

lhat in 1999, South Korean CDMA users made
up 60 percent of global subscribership. As of October 2000, South Korea had 26.4 million wireless subscribers, all of whonr use either CDMA
mohile service or CDMA personal communications service (PCS) digital network. PCS use has
grown tremendously since its introduction in
1997. and PCS subscribers now account for
nearly halfof South Korea's wireless users.
Analysts have found that large domestic de-

market is still dominated by the CSM standard,
and 3G technology is still a couple of years away
in China.

Playing tor high rtakot
The garlic trade war of 2000 revealed the importance lhat South Korea attaches to the Chinese market. As reported in ChinaOnline and
other press reports, the South Korean government, under pressure from South Korean farm-

mand for CDMA has spurred competition not
only among South Korea's conglomerates, such as
SK Telecom-South Korea's leading CDMA service provider-and LG, but also among South
Korea's many small businesses. The result has
been a rapid increase in new developments in
wireless technology. One small business, Pantech
Co. Ltd., has entered into contracts with major US
manufacturers such as Motorola Inc. to expand its
production of handsets, and is now embarking on
major technological innovations for South Koreat
next generation of wireless communications. Pantech recently reached an agreement wilh Motorola to supply 4.5 million handsets in 2000.
Larger South Korean service providcrs such as
Korea Telecom Freetel have announced plans to
offer GSM service for South Korean tourists (domestic use of GSM is prohibited).

Now that South Korea's CDMA equipmenl
makers and service providers have conquered
their home market, they are turning to China.

Though most PRC mobile phone service
providers use the GSM wireless standard, the
Chinese government has indicated its intention
to tbllow international trends and include 3G

CDMA technology in future wireless networks.
Analysts say that be.ause CDM-A's transmission
of multiple call signals is more efficient than

GSM,

it wiu help China's limited bandwidth

of mobile phone
subscribers. The announcement that China
serve an ever-growing number

United Telecomnrunications Corp. (China Uni-

com) will embark on the construction of

a

CDMA network using technology developed by
Qualcomm has opened the door to South Koaean Providers.

China announced it would test three technologies in March 2001 in preparation for the
move to a 3G standard. Chinese companies, such
as l)atang Telecom Technology Co., in cooperation with Ge.many's Siemens AG, have becn pioneers in the development of time-division syn-

chronous CDMA (TI)-SCDMA). Wideband

Cl)MA (W-CDMA) is another leading candidatc, as it is said to be most compatible with the
dominant GSM standard. China Unicom, mean-

while, recently decided to use Qualcomm's frrstgeneration narrow-band CDMA technology to
expand the small CDMA network it inherited
from China Telecom Great Wall, a former joint
venture between the People's Liberation Army
(Pl,A) and China l'elecommunications Group
Corp. China Unicom's moves give CDMA more
of a toehold h China's wireless market, but thc

Analysts have found that large domestic demand lor
CDMA has spurred competition not only among South
Korea's conglomerates. such as SK Telecom-South
Korea's leading CDMA service

provider-and [G, but also

among South Korea's many small businesses.
ers, increased the tariff on garlic imports from
China fronr 35 percent to 315 percent. The Chinese government retaliated by banning South
Korean mobile phone imports. This clash occurred at the same time that Chinese and South
Korean officials were negotiating to collaborate
not only on CDMA development in general, but
also on 3G standards specifically.
The South Korean government agreed to end
the feud, fearing that an ongoing dispute might
exclude South Korean companies from participating in the further development of China's
CDMA networks. Meetings betwcen Chinese
Premier Zhu Rongii and South Korean President
Kim Dae Juog at the Asia-Europe Meeting in October 2000 sccured South Korea's participation
in China's future CDMA development. Zhu assured Kim that South Korean CDMA companies
would be well placed to benefit from China's

growing wireless market-a statement that
industry reports.
According to the Chosutr llbo, China had approximately 62 million cellular subscribers at the
end of fuly 2000, making it the largest wireless
market in Asia. Only a few hundred thousand of
these subscribers use CDMA technology. The
newspaper estimates that by 2004, China will
have well over 180 million mobile phone subscribers, 75 million of which will be CDMA customers. ln comparison, South Koreat total mobile phone subscribers numbered only 26.5
million at thc end of Iuly 2000. South Korea's
wireless scctor suffered a slight decline in users
over the summer, but was expected to have more
than 30 million subscribers by year's end.
seems borne out by

Table 2
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South Korea exported very few mobile
phones to China during the first years of trading
between the two countries (sae Table 2). Between
1996 and 1999, howevet mobile phone exports
increased by more than 1,000 percent, reachinS
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nearly $41 million in 1999. Though exports grew
at an incredible rate that year, mobile phone
handsets to China represented barely 2 percent
of South Korea's total exports to China. Though
Korea's economy is likely to experience slower

velop wireless communications networks in

growth this year, its information-technology sector is expected to fare well. So, if estimates are
correct that an expansion of China's CDMA service would create demand for $25 billion in nrobile phones, mobile phone exports fronr South

nologies.

Korea could increase by nearly 600 percent.

Shanghai and

Shanghai and Tianjin. The only other South Ko-

rean company rying for the tenders-LG Infor-

mation & Communications-lost out to Nortel
Networks Corp., Motorola, and Lucent Tech-

In cooperation with Shanghai Creat Wall
Mobile Communications, Samsung Electronics
supplied the hardware and network capability to
offer wireless service to t,7 basc slations in

ll

in Tianiin. And in February

2000, Samsung reportedly entered a $200

Samsung first achieved succoss in 1997, whon it

won the largest of lour Ghinese government tenders
to supply GDMA hardware to develop wireless
communications notworks in Shanghai and Taaniin.

million

contract with Hebei Century Mobile Communicalions Co. to develop a CDMA business network-the first in China.
Samsung was the only South Korean firm to
make it through the first round of bidding for

the contract to provide China Unicom with
CDMA technology. Reports sugSest that Samsung has two factors in its favor in bidding for
the new Unicom contract: its alliance with
Shanghai Panda Electronics Co. and its willing-

to share technology. Samsung and other
South Korean companies hold the rights to over
200 commercial deployment and operation techness

CDMA como. to Chinr
The path leading up to the recent China Uni-

com deal, and CDMAs formal adoption in
China, was far from smooth. The PRC government initially wanted domestic firms to develop
their own CDMA technology before letting in
foreign 6rms. The Chinese government's consideration ofwhich lG technology to pick may also
have delayed the adoption of CDMA.
Press

reports in )uly and September of 2000

noled that certain foreign and domestic entities,
includinB the PLA and the Dutch company KPN,

werc unable to obtain commercial CDMA licenses. While the PLA wrnt ahead with its plans
for a CDMA service, KPN abandoned the market. China Unicom is currently the only Chinese
company with a commercial CDMA license.
Reports surfaced in late 1999 that China Unicom would have a CDMA network in operation
by summer 2000, but the company only made its
formal decision in O€tobcr. Rs!reri reported that
China Unicom began accepting bids in November to construct a CDMA system capable of servicing one-sixth of China's current wireless subscribership. Foreign companies are now locked
in competition over bids to provide the technology for China Unicom's CDMA network.

Samtungi
South Koroo,t maiot wi.olo.t player
'I here are only a few major wireless communications players in China, and Samsung Elec-

tronics, a subsidiary of the Samsung chaebol (a
large South Korean conglomerate), is the sole
South Korean company among them, Since
1997, Samsung has been among the few comprnies able to compete in China's CDMA marketplace. Samsung first achieved success in 1997,
when it won the largest of four Chinese government tenders to supply ODMA hardware to dc30

/
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nologies. In October of last year, Samsung
opened a $3 million research center for
cdma2000 (a wideband 3C standard) in Beiiing's
Zhongguancun Technology Park-a sure indication ofits willingness to share its technology.
Samsung plans to expand ils opcrations in
China through various joint ventures, including
one with Shanghai Bell, now awaiting approval
from the Chinese Bovernment. Samsung's top
priorities include increasing market opportunities for its wireless local loop (WLL) and PCS
products.

South

Kor.r'. othot plryor.

Though Samsung Electronics is the clear
leader in the wireless sector, other South Korean
telecommunications companies have sought to
invest in China's CDMA market as well. Some
South Korean companies, such as Standard Tele-

com and Sewon Telecom, have reportedly won
contracts to supply and develop CDMA handsets
with Chinese Iirms, while other companies hope
to makc bigger gains based on joint-venture relationships or new technological innovations. In
most cases, equipment manufacturers have done
more business than service providers, because
China prohibits foreign investment in telecommunications services. Successlul companies have
carved out their own niches. Many of the larger
companies have restructured sirrce the Asian 6nancial crisis in order to compete with the growing number of small South Korean businesses
operating in China.
a fG Group LG is another South Korean cfiaebol that has made inroads into China's growing
CDMA market, but LG's success has been

shorter-lived than Samsung's. Though LG has
been exporting networking equipnrent to China
since 1999 through its affiliate LG lnformation

and Communications (now LG Electronics), it
was not until I)ecember of that year that LG
Electronics announced the establishment its first
China joint venture. Much of LC Electronics's
competitive advantage can be attributed to it
having been one of South Korea's first companies to commercialize CDMA WLL.
LG first provided CDMA WLL systems to
China in December 1999 through a joinr venture
with Guangzhou Post & Telecommu n i(at io ns
Equipment Co. and Guangdong Telecommunications Academy of Science & Technology. The
venture was intended to produce and distribute
CDMA WLL in Guangdong Province. In February 2000, LG announced that it would provide
CDMA WLL technology to China Unicom, enabling Unicom to become the 6rst Chinese company to commercialize CDMA WLL service in
Sichuan Province.
In June 2000, LG signed an agreement with
ZTE Corp., one of China's leading telecommunications equipment producers, to set up Shen-

zhen ZTE-l-C Mobile Communications [,td. to
produce CDMA mobile systems in Shenzhen.
This alliance has boosted LG vis-l-vis othcr foreign competitors, as ZTE is reported to be the
first Chinese company to receive a networking license for its CDMA service. The joint venture
has expanded LG's market share in China.
In late October, LC displayed its 3G handsets
at EXPO COMM China 2000 in Bei)ing. If China
adopts W-CDMA as its standard, LG will benefit,
as it was the 6rst company to commercialize WCDMA WLL worldwide and remains a leader in
the technology.
SK has, until recently, been much less ag-

Hyundai, for instance, currently does not
have a large operation in China. It hopes to tap
into the PRC's CDMA market with the develop-

ment of (lS)-95C, a third-generation CDMA
technology which the company claims can trans-

mit data at speeds up to 153.6 KBPS.
Among smaller firms, Pantech is one of South

Korea's most successful exporters of CDMA
equipment to China. With 470 employees, Pantech specializes in developing CDMA chips and
PCS terminal starts. It established its first sales

!n the future, SK Telecom may have an advanlage ovel

other South Korean companies in providing CDMA

service in China, thanks to its 51 percent stake in
service provider Shinsegi.
center in Beiiing in 1994.

Maxon is another small South Korean business that has become a major producer of
CDMA and GSM equipment. Opened in 1974
with 720 employees, Maxon today has ten subsidiaries in eight countries with 3,670 employees.
Maxon began producing CDMA technology
shortly after South Korea adopted the standard
in 1993, and now spends $70 million annually to
manufacture both CSM and CDMA equipment.
It first entered China's market in 1998.
Established

in

1992, Telson Co. is one

of Ko-

a SK

major producers of CDMA PCS. The company, which has more than 670 employees, has
been exporting telecommunications products to

Telecom. Like LG Electronics, SK Telecom is reported to have been negotiating with ZTE to colIaborate on CDMA development. However, its
only concrete move to date has been a 1999

China since t994.

gressive than the other chaebol r\ t^pping
China's CDMA market through its subsidiary SK

comprehensive management agreement with
China Unicom. According to SK, the agreement
seeks to improve CDMA network design in
China through technological exchange.
In the future, SK may haye an advantage over

other South Korean companies in providing
CDMA service in China, thanks to irs 51 percent
stake in service provider Shinsegi. Analysts have
been paying close attention lo lhe ongoing consolidation of South Korea's wireless servicc industry, but this consolidation is particularly notable in that China Unicom has also expressed
interest in establishing an alliance with Shinsegi
to develop CDMA service systems.

a

South Xorea's up-and-coming competitors
Industry watchers point to a number of other
South Korean companies that waDt to participate in China's CDMA market. These companies
have either a small presence in the PRC or none
at all. The success of these companies will be
measured by how much they can offer to China
and how well thcy adapt to its marketplace,

rea's

Mobll. .mbltion.
South Korean telecom companies have made
a good start in tapping China's CDMA market.
Though it will take time for this market to ripen,
South Korean telecom companies have a strong
advantaBe over other companies for two reasons.
First, Korean companies have been pioneers in
usiflg and marketing CDMA technology. Their
knowledge will be useful as they seek opportunities in China for the first time. Second, the Chinese and South Korean governments continue to
collaborate on the future of wireless communications.

As South Korea's wireless market grows and
domestic competition increases, South Korean
companies will need new markets for their products. As China adopts a new wireless standard, it
can beneft from the knowledge and experience
of South Korean CDMA service providers and
equipment makers, Once China enters the WIO
and lifis restrictions on foreign investment, opportunities will abound not only for South Korean equipment providers, but also companies

offeringtelecommunicationsservices. n
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markets ever since it closed the Treasurybond futures market in spring 1995 after a
series of market-manipulation scandals.
Widespread price manipulation and poor
corporate disclosure reportedly plague the
existing stock markets. CSRC will have to
slrenglhen ils enforcement of rules agdinsl
illegal trading activity to avoid undermining
the stability of both existing and future exchanges.

Improvement in monitoring and enforce-

ment is already one of the government's
highest priorities, as witnessed by CSRC's recent announcement that listed 6rms will have

to 6le more detailed-and more fiequent
financial disclosure reports. At present, companies only need to publish financial reports
twice a year. CSRC officials will apparently

begin rcquiring quarterly filings this year.
CSRC may also require the companies to appoint independent board members.
ln another indication that the PRC government recognizes the need to establish an
international-standard regulatory framework, over the past several months CSRC has

hired a number of Chinese experts

away

from international financial institutions to
serve as high"level advisers.

FIE

li.tlngr: Sm.ll .c!lo for now

Despite clear indications that China is
opening its markets to FIEs, FIEs will probably not be able to list on China's exchanges
on any scale until the government has figured out how to reduce its ownership shares
in state-owncd enterprises (SOES) without

flooding the market with securities. Many of
China's listed SOEs will be restructured over
lhe next several years, and some reduclion in
state ownership will be inevitable.
Moreover, until the government's efforts
to clean up the social insurance system are
on firmer ground, it will be dif6cult for SOEs
to restructure sufficiently to compete against
PRC domestic private enterprises, which will
be able to list on the new board in Shenzhen,
and listed FIES Indeed, the World Bank reports that the jump in SOE profitability in
2000-an increase of 110 percent in the first
seven months-was due mainly to higher
prices, particularly for oil, and reduced intercst payments as a result of debt-equity
swaps. For these reasons, China will probably

G)
Knowing the art of
strategy

assure you of success

time and time again

only allow a small number of FIES to list at
lirst, and will gauge the results before opening the floodgates.

-*

Liquid futu.o
Chinese leaders clearly recognize that financial markets must be able to function

more efficiently if they are to support PRC
reforms. Financial markets will also have to
supply the liquidity necessary to fuel the
economy after the country's World Trade
Organization entry exposes Chinese Iirms to
international competition. Establishment of
the appropriate laws is well under way. It is
how well the government elforces these laws
that will make the difference between success
and failure.
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fireatinu Shareholder Value

Ihrough [hina l/Btttures
Sigmund Floyd

I

I
I

he linancial failure of [oreiqn investments
rn ehrna rs onen not the result ol untor,un"," a,raurrrances tnal orsrupt an oln-

erwise brilliant strategy. Rather, the financial
outcome of most foreign investments, especially
joint ventures (lVs), can often be Predicted even
prior to the contract signinS.

An argumentfor maximizing

a

China venture's chances of success

through realistic financial analysis

Sigmund Floyd
(vslushar@excite.com) is
foundsr and president of South
Carolina-based VALUSHAB, a
lirm thst provides consulting
ssrvices relslod to jointventures
and shareholdor v8lue.
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tailed in embarking on a venture in a developing
country, including any risk inherent in the venture itself. By this definition, a venture may be a
failure even if it is producing and selling products, employing people, and being a good citizen
in its community. But it is a mistake to assume,
conversely, that a venture can be successful if it
ignores the legs on which its success is basedcustomers, employees, and community, including its relations with the government.
US lirms generally accept the need to maximize shareholder value, though companies select
different yardsticks with which to do so. Never-

theless, very few companies apply an explicit,
shareholder-value-based methodology to their
operations in China.

l!il

The best way to assess the success or failure of
a venture is by looking at the shareholder value
created or destroyed. What causes ventures to fail
in terms of shareholder value? How can comPanies maximize the probability ofsuccess?
Shareholder value is defined simply as divi-

How vonturo.

dends plus share-price appreciation. From the
investor\ viewpoint, the value of a company can
only be sustained by recurring cash flows, which
are discounted at a rate. known as the "cost of
capital," to yield a net present value of the company in today's dollars. The cost of capital is itself critical to a company's potential to create
valuc, since a high cost of capital results in low
value even if cash flows are large and positive.
The cost of capital is determined mainly by the
company's debt-equity structure and the perceived riskiness of its business (as reflected in
beta, a measure of the volatility of a company's
stock relative to the overall market). T;aical large
US companies whose stocks are as volatile as the
overall market have a cost of capital in the range

avoids the five elements responsible for 6nancial
failurc in China ventures:
O Reverse process ln this situation, a venture is

of l0 percent.

A foreign venture fails when it has not

achieved its hnancial objectives based on a targcted return on capital employed. In addition to
normal returns for the company as a whole, the
targeted return on capital must sufficiently compensate shareholders for the additional risk en-

The China Business Review

Joint ventures, still the dominant entry vehicle for China investments, are more complex
than wholly foreign-owned enterprises (WFC)Es)
and appear to be at greater risk for failure. In re-

ality, however, a JV can be successful-if it

initiated in an economically irrational manner,
usually by executive fiat. Often, a CEO or senior
line executive decides that there is going to be a
China strateSy and, as part of the strategy, that a

venture (wholly foreign-owned or otherwise)
shall be born. As a result of this decree, the business strategy is set in stone. Only at a late stage,
after a partner is chosen, does the financial feasibility sudy begin. Since the outcome has been
pre-ordained, those responsible for the feasibility
study give the market information and production costs a favorable twist. Where necessary,
they add rosy assumptions, until the feasibility
study is doctored up enough to pass thc company's internal criteria. Criteria based on relatively short time horizons further distort the fea-

sibility study.
Failure sets in when the frnancial results fall far

short of the beautifully painted scenarios in the
optimistic feasibility study. Recriminations begin

to fly between the pariners, and repercussions for
company staff are a certainry Frantic cost cutting
begins in an attempt to resto.e the "original" prof,
itability. Malaise swamps the venture when em-

Ventures also short-change themselves
through second-rate staffing practices, usually
with cost as the .justification. Many if not most
companies operating in China today have, in ef-

ployees realize they are working for a "loser," and
customers become disappointed when cost cut,
ting takes a toll on quality and service.
O Differences in partner obiectives A second
frequent source of failure in lVs is a lack of appreciation of the partner's objectives. Even

with [V staff lsonretimes
including the general manager) on onc pay scale
and set of bene6ts, alld representative-omce staff
on another. While some differences may be unavoidable, 6rms should establish a clear set of cri-

among US companies, the definition of making
money can vary enormously. One company's
yardstick may be return on assets, while a more
shareholder-value-savry company may be using
Economic Value Added (defined as Net operating income - lCost of capital X Total capital enlployedl), or even better, a cash-flow-based mea-

Foreign investors are often willing to settle lor second-

sure.

Chinese partners often face additional demands on the economic pie, including the need
to maintain employment, generate foreign exchange through exports, and produce short-term
cash dividends for additional investments with
other partners. liailure to recognize these objectives, or treat them as legitimate interests, is sure
to create stresses that, in extreme cases, can lead

to ,V fracrure. Unfortunately, American in-

fect, a rwo-tier structure,

best partners, pailicularly when there is strong pressure
from top management to clinch a deal quickly.
teria based on experience, language ability, and results to determine relatively consistent pay scales.
Doing so will help 6rms avoid the .ostly morale
problems that arise when fV employees realize
they are "second class citizens" when it comes to
pay and bene6ts. While representative oflices are
importaDt for promoting an overseas company's

image in China, [Vs (and more recently WFOE
production centers) are the key determinants of
the company's strategic future-and their cnr-

vestors tend to believe that their profit-oricnted

ployees should be treated accordingly.

objectives are transparently correct, and often
overlook their partners' other interests. Though
companies often have the option today of forming WFOEs-and will have even more opportunities to do so after China's accession to the
World Trade OrSanization ( WTO)-companies
that continue to employ the ry structure need to
pay close attention to their partners'interests.
O Setding for less 'l'he third reason ventures fail
is that forei8n investoB are often willing to settle
for second-best partners, particularly when there
is strong pressure from top management to clinch
a deal quickly. Joint ventures will inevitably fail if
a parlner-including the US partner-is nol
trustworthy, or even if the partner! corporate culture is simply too different. Chinese companies
are every bit as individual as US firms. Even
among Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs),
company culrure can range from extremely socialist to highly entrepreneurial. Regional differences
also abound: thc industrial northeast generally
tends toward the socialist model, Shanghai displays the best elements of a "planned market
economy," and Guangdong Province in the south

O Hidden agendas Lack of understanding or

resembles a laissez-faire liee-for-a[1.

Generally, US firms have great difficulty in
dealing with both the rigid socialist bureaucracy

of some

SC)Es

and the freewheeling spirit of

township enterprises. Foreign 6rms should exercise caution when undertaking a venture with
these types of partners. Fortunately, the reform

mindset has permeated many companies
throughout China, enabling partners to agree on
basic financial objectives even under the nonbusiness-related constraints that the Chinese
sides often face.

caring about a partner's interests breeds contempt, beginning with the preliminary or contract
negotialions and carrying on through operations.
Hidden agendas, or a lack of forthrighrness about
the real objective of the venture, arc the most frequenl expressions of this atritude. Some companies have even been known to have "secret partners." While this is an extreme case, firms should
recognize that pursuing undisclosed, separate
agendas can hardly be the basis for a successful relationship. Some US companies also have a moreor-less explicit objective of "milking" the fV in fa-

vor of the Americdn parent by maximizing

transfer price, as welJ as royalty and services income. at the expense oI the IV's operating in.
come-not a solid foundation for developing a
long-term relationship in China. Though hidden
agendas are always present, the degree to which
they dominate ultimately affects the success ofthe

joint venture.

O Complex, convoluted structures The highly
complex structures and contracts that are often
imposed on fVs do not serve them well. In many
cases, such structures result directly from the
dictate to extract the maximum amount of profit
from the vcnture for the foreign parent. A joint
venture can be so loaded down with complex
transfer price arrangements, service fees, technical service fees, and technology licenses that it
requires the efforts of a small army of accoun'
tants iust to keep tabs on the various obligations.
In this situation, it is also t)?ical for thc general
manager to be negotiating almost daily with the
partner rather than productively engaged in the
universal objectives of a business: making prodThe China Eusinoss Review January-F€bruary

2001
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ucts and serving customers. Of course, a certain
degree of complexity is unavoidable-indeed in
some cases it may be the only solution to the
Chinese side's overvaluation of its assets. However, from the slandpoinl of smooth oPerations,
simpler is better
The five reasons for venture failure, which are
often Iinked, lead directly to the destruction of
shareholder value. All are inherendy predictable
and hence, in principle, avoidable. That they are
not avoided is largely due to mispercePtions of
the China market by headquarters and even local
staff, whose careers are often based on short-term
results.

How to do

il .ight

ExecutinS a venture in China that succeeds in

creating shareholder value is certainly no easy
task. But by considering the causes of failure pre
sented above, it is possible to outline a more suc-

L
2.

is equally important to quantify the potential
economic benelits of the project as soon as possible. Long and protracted negotiations are not
beneficial if the project is not viable. Walking
away at a later stage is more likely to lead to recriminations and the possibility of tarnished images with other possible partners or customers.
Tho

t ..ibility

.tudy

'l'he feasibility study is of critical importance
to the project and it must be done thoroughly
and objectively. To examine the feasibility study
of a typical joint venture from a true shareholder-value perspective, it is necessary to de6ne
some 6nancial terminology.

Cash flow can be defined

in a number of

ways, but for our purpose the following suffices:

: - Invested C-apital + Net lncome +
Depreciation - Increase in Working CrPital

Cash flow

cessful approach.

The biggest single element that will ensure a
venture's success is the right internal Process.
The first priority in such a process is the development of a consistent set offinancial objectives,
in the form of a draft feasibility study, which will
achieve the required returns. In all subsequent
steps, it is critical to keep the feasibility study in
mind and to keep it up-to-date with changing

3.

4.

6.

-Signund

Floyd

conditions.

Prior to cntering into delailed negotiations,
each side should attempt to assess the major ob.iectives of their potential partner(s) through analysis ofwhere the partner is situated regionally, po-

litically, and in its industry. Understanding the
partner's needs and concerns will lead to a conceptual struclure for lhe venture th.ll recogni2res
the objectives of both parties, Dividing the venture's economic benefit proportionately among
the parties will help stabilize the venture in the
long term, Thc contracts should be kept as clean
and simple as possible, with ancillary clauses and
appendages kept to a necessary minimum. ln all
should be simple and unambiguous. One set of venture contmcts that the author
encountered, for example, referred to the transfer
of product at the "market price" without de6ning
that term. This caused needless effort and delay
during the critical startuP period as the partners
haggled over how to define market price.
The objective in any venture negotiation is to
reach a conclusion as to the economic feasibility
of the project. As early as possible in project
cases, language

preparation, the partners should agree to use the
same feasibility study. This can be difficult because the parties may not wish to disclose certain

information to each other before signing the
agreement. However, the imPortance of jointly
conducting a rational economic analysis cannot
be overemphasized.

Throughout the negotiation, a comPany's
ability to walk away, whether because of a partner's unethical behavior or because of the project's lack of viability, is extremely important, It
38
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This formula expresses what happens when
an investment takes place. To emphdsize its importance, the investment term comes 6rst. Once
invested, the capital cannot be recovered-except in the form of cash flow returns in the uncertain future. Net income means the after_tax
operating income of the venture. Note, howevet
that taxes must be adjusted to the actual cash
taxes paid. Depreciation, which is charged
against Sross income, is simPly an accountart's
way of spreading the capital investment over
time. Since it is not a real cash charge (the cash
was already spent as invested capital), it must be
addcd b.rck to net income. Finally,lhc increase in
working capital (receivables plus inventories less
payables) that occurs when a venture starts uP
represents a net ouday of cash, and hence ntust
be subtracted.

A hypothetical feasibility study for a joint
venture is shown in spreadsheet form in Table I.
'l'his feasibility study is based on fairly typical ratios and gross profit margins, and the linancials
are not especially impressive. Reflecting a common situation in China, the venture gets off to a
slow start, with sales at 30 percent,60 pcrcent,
and 90 percent of nominal capacity in the first
three years of operation. The gross profit margin
at full capacity is 44 percent. Selling, administration, and research (SAR) expenses, and the
workinB capital-to-sales ratio, which rePresents
how much cash is tied up in inventories and receivables, are each assumed at a constant 15 percent.'Ihis simplified example also assumcs l0year straight-[ine depreciation of the initial $10
million investment (wholly equity financed), and
does not consider tar holidays.
All feasibility studies have two main parts: the
explicit forecast period and an additional term
called the continuing value. The explicit forecast
period simply refers to the projected financials,
for a period of usually five to ten years, which are
derived from basic information like sales and
cost forecasts, proiected SAR budgets, and so on.

The adiustments to net income shown above are
used to calculate cash flow. The cash flow is then
discount€d back to the present using the discount rate to arrive at a net present value (NPV),
which is the mathematical prediction of shareholder value created. The discounted cash flow
for a given year N, using a discount rate k, is cash
flow divided by (l+k)u.
What will be less intuitive for some readers is
the continuing value, which is the extension of
the value of the business to the period beyond
the explicit forecast. Consultants working at

Table

McKinsey & Co. demonstrated in the 1980s that
the continuing value generally accounts for over

50 percent of a company's stock price. Since
companies are iust agglomerations of proiects,
why should any individual project be any different? The calculation of the infinite continuing
value in a given year is C/k where C is the cash
flow in the 6rst following year, and k is the discount rate. Thus, in Table 1, the continuing value
in year l0 dollars is simply the year 11 cash flow

divided by the discount rate. Like all the other
cash flows, the continuing value must then be

1

Joint Vonturo Feoribility Study Examplo
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Peramat6rs

Discount tactor

150h

Selling costs, as a percentage ol salos

Net present value (NPV)

3,973

Administration costs, as a porcentage ol

lnternal rate of return (lBR) {10 years)

16 2%

Bosearch costs, as a psrcantsge of sal6s

88%

Working capital costs, as a psrcentag6 of

Continuing value {CV) as a psrcentage of

0

1,392 2,126 2,641 2,116 2,t16 2,116 2,176 2,776 2]16

NPV

r

sales

070

3%
2%

salos
incom€

15oh

S0LJRCETSigmund Floyd
Cash tax rate, porconta0B ol protax
33%
NoTE: Examplo is hypothotic.l and has no relation to any.salvsnture
'For convonisnco of viswing, tho Ysar 10 CV is placed in thE Yoar l1 column; in this case, for tho NPV calculation to bs porform8d properly it must be multiplied by a

fa.tor ol l+k.
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Because of the

contribution ol
continuing value. it is
quite possible for
proiects that do not

yield rapid returns to
contribute to
shareholder value.

discounted back to the present to be included in
the NPV for the proiect.
Of course, readers may object that Projecting
out to infrnity does not make any sense when actual plant and business lifetimes are 6nite. While
the McKinsey writers and others have no difticulty interpreting stock prices on the basis of the
infinite value calculation, more conservalive analysts can shorten in6nity to an arbitrary number
of years by applying an appropriate correction
factor to the continuing value.
The key question then becomes this: what is
the proper discount factor to use? For projects in
a home-country or similar environment with an
average risk profile, the cost of capital would be
the right answer. However, in a developing country such as China, analysts must consider a
higher risk profile. This prohle includes foreign
exchange risk, project risk, and so-called country
risk. Our approach evaluates pro.iect risk according to four key parameters, using specific criteria:

l.

Is

growth

less

than GDP?

2. Is competition entrenched or growing?
3. Can the technology be copied or devalued?
4. Might regulation become unfavorable?

Companies can decide for themselves how to
evaluate these qualitative parameters, but for
each question answered as "yes," they should add
at least one percentage point to the cost of capital. Finally, at least one percentage point should
be added for a JV because the potential for conflict and disagreement in JVs makes them inherently risky. Most research literature places the operational failure rate for JVs at an)r,vhere fiom 30
to 70 percent (though this includes cases where a
venture is absorbed by one ofthe partners).
For example, a company thal decides to invest
in a Chinese IV for environmental services, a new
market in China which might be expected to grow
quickly, has little competition, and expects to benelit fiom favorable regulatory trends. If its cost of
capital is l0 percent, a discount rate of l0 percent
may be sufEcient for investing in a WFOE.
On the other hand, consider a company investing in a ioint venture in a mature industry
segment, which has numerous competitors and a
growth rate at best equal to GDP. Its production
technology is relatively advanced and regulatory
trends (su(h as those promoting more environmental protection) should be favorable, but few
technological barriers lo domestic entrants erisl.
This company, which has the same cost ofcapital
(10 percent) as the environmental services 6rm,
should not be satis6ed with its ioint venture Project unless its discount rate is at least 15 Percent
(four percentage points above the cost of capital
for negative risk factors and one for a joint venture). Table I uses a 15 Percent discount rate to
evaluate a proiect that would probably be viewed
as marginal if evaluated on the basis of its t0year internal rate of return (lRR) of 16.2 percent. However, the continuing value accounts for
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88 percent of the value created in this project,
amounting to $4 million for a $10 million investment. Assuming the estimate of continuing
value is reasonable, this project will eventually
contribute significantly to shareholder value.
ln fact, many companies use a hurdle rate of
around l5 percent but apply it only to the 6rst
l0 years of earnings, neglecting continuing
value. ln most cases, this is actually too conservative, and certainly is unlikely to produce an
objective feasibility study. Companies are better
off simply recognizing that it is difficult to make
money in China in the short term and focusing
more on the source of value created in the long
term. [n assessing the continuing value, it is important lo address issues such as the expiration
of the tax credit for depreciation and the need
for maintenance beyond the explicit forecast. In
essence, the continuinS value must accurately
represent the lon8-term standardized cash flow
that the business is expected to produce. Provided this is done, there is no reason to omit the
con(inuing value from any realistic proiect asSessment.

All'a woll

lh.t ond. well?

The nature of the project returns described
above leads to a very interesting dichotomy in
China projects. Because ofthe contribution ofcontinuing value, it is quite possible for proiects that
do not yield rapid returns to contribute to shareholder value. Table 2 illustrates such a case, in
which the same project as the first example is assumed to suffer a one-year delay with no sales. Although the IRR is now only 12 percent, based on
the fact that the continuinS value remains the
same, the project eventually manages to deliver
shareholder value. This can support, to some extent, the argumenl for "strategic" projects in China.
However, the old adage "time is money" is
nowhere more true than in shareholder value
creation, 'fhe value created in the delayed case
($2.3 million) is half of the value according to
the original feasibility study of Table l. The continuing value now represents 154 Percent of the
total value created-in other wo.ds, the value
created in the l0-year forecast period is negative.
This means that the discounted cash flows in the
6rst l0 years are insufficient to recoup the original investment. Clearly, the difference between a

good project (one with a large NPV) and

a

mediocre one (one that has a very small NPV)
Iies in the speed ofexecution.
ln conclusion, shareholder value can be created in China ventures when proper techniques
are used throughout the process, starting with a
sound feasibility study. Since continuing value
typically makes up a large proportion of the

shareholder value contributed by projects in
China, the stability ofventures is very important.
While subsequent restructuring may somelimes
creale value, firms planning such restructuring
should consider the possible disruptions to customer relationships. The value created for the

Chinese partner in a.ioint venture is no different

from that created for the Western partnerthouSh its proportion may be different, The Chinese partner's perception regarding the value
created is also likely to differ. Nevertheless, maximizing the value the venture creates and sharing
it equitably will help the venture to be stable.
Chinese authorities, who have adopted policies

to attract investment fairly indiscriminately,
would do well to consider the impact of failing
ventures on friture investment. Despite the widening window of opportuflity presented by China's

WTO accession, companies that have been badly
burned by their investmerts in China are likely to
become overly cautious in the coming investment
cycle. Also, delays

in achieving positive

cash flow

destroy a huge percentage of potential shareholder value. This should have implications for
Chinese policyrnakers. who sometimes procraslinate to gain advantages that may turn out to be

transient. In the long run, the quality of the investments in China, not their sheer number, will
determine the contribution of foreign inveslmenr
to China's economic

success.
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S0UBCE: Sigmund Floyd

*All other conditions snd parometers 8ro tho
sam6 as

'*For convenience of viswing, the Year
factor of

in Table l. Example is hypothetical and has 0o relation to any real vonture.
10 CV is placed in the Ye6r l1 column;inthiscsse,fortheNPVcalculationtoboporformedproperlyitmustbemultipliedbya
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Neuchatel, Switzerland, and Dallas, Texas.) By
the end of 1997, wholesale sales topped $12 mil-
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company

but one that thousands of Chinese women have
welcomed. Since Mary Kay first set up in China

adapts to
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China's

jiang Province-the conrpany's first

lion in China, and a nearly 12,000-stro[8
markets.

million in its China
operations. Over $10 nrillion was spent on a
wholly foreign-owned plant in Hangzhou, Zhe1995.
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Mary Kay sales promoters
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force was making inroads into China's cosmetic
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northeast China. Mary Kay hopes to open new
branches in six cities each year for the next four
years, The company chooses cities in areas of the

country where incomes are higher than average
and cosmetics and skin care products are used
most often. According to Paul Mak, president of
Mary Kay China, people in eastern and northern
China use these products more often than people in the south, partly because of the climate
and partly because skin types tend to differ

.)

t

-/

I
\

across the country.

Mary Kay sells about 200 products in China,
with prices ranging from Y6 ($0.72) for an eye
shadow applicator to Y380 (945.9t) for perfume.
Most cost between Y40-200 ($4.83-24.16). These

a

\r.

products fall into nine categories: skin care, dietary supplements, color cosmetics, body care,
sun protection, fragrances, mother and baby
produces everything Mary Kay sells in China.
The t''acility also exporrs to Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand. Though the company currently exports only a small percentage of its PRC
output, it plans to export 20 percent within 6ve
years. Over 90 percent of the raw materials and 5
percent of the components are imported. Mary
Kay may build a second PRC manufacturing facility once sales are high enough to justifu construction.
Some products differ from those sold in the
company's home market. For instance, skin
whitener is popular in Asia, but not in the
United States. Ard because Chinai baby product

market is relatively new, Mary Kay has more of a
competitive advantage in that category than at
home, where other brands are well entrenched.
Thc company's main PRC competitors are jointventure brands, as imported cosnretics are still
loo expensive for most Chinese consumers.
Packaging also differs in China. PRC labeling
rules are much more stringent than those in the
United States. All cosmetics packages must be
printed with the product name, manufacturer
name and address, container volume, production date or shelf lifc, license and serial number,
and, if necessary, safety warnings and storage
and usage instructions.
Mary Kay hires an outside transportation
compan), to move goods directly from the factory to beauty centers. Then the products move
through rhe sales f<lrce to the consumer. This
system differs from most other companies'distribution systems, in which products are sold
several times over (to the distributor, wholesaler,
and retailer) before they reach the consumer. [n
2000, Mary Kay opened a regional distribution
center in Wuhan, Hubei Province, and plans to
have two more regional dislribution centers in
Beijing and Guangzhou, Guangdong Province,
by mid-2001.

Chinoao aaloa p.omotaaa omorga
Mary Kay has had to tinker rvith its business
nrodel in China. In the United Stares, rhe sales
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A Mary Kay beauty class

force consists of beauty consultants and sales di-

rectors, all of whont are private entrepreneurs
(see Box). But in China, Mary Kay relies on sales
promoters, who do not buy the company's goods
for resale, and sales directors to sell its products.
Mary Kay recruits sales promoters mainly
through advertisements and referrals. Its Chinese website makes clear that sales promoters
musl be over the age of 18. Full-time students,
activc service people, and people who may not
work for commission under Chinese law cannot
hecome sales promoters. Mary Kay interviews all
candidates for sales promoter positions, and requires candidates to submit a written application. In addition, promoters must pass a certili,
cation exam, which Mary Kay administers. Mary

Kay tnust certify the promoters according to
standards set by the Bureau of Internal Trade.
Once accepted, incoming sales promoters
must sign a "Sales Promoter's Agreement." New

promoters then generally undergo three types of

training. Skin and product knowledge

classes

teach about skin types and which products are
appropriate for each type. Color makeup train-

ing introduces color theory and basic color
makeup techniques. The third class teaches basic
Tho China gusiness

Bsview
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After completinS this traininS.
they hold small classes to introduce Mary Kay
products to Potential customers, perform free
skin analyses, recommend products suitable for
each customer's skin t1pe, and deliver orders to
sales techniques.

several times the wage of an average Chinese

worker

customers, all free of charge.

Mary Kay oflers Chinese women business opportunities
and work options that are otherwise hard to lind in China.

Sales directors in China also have a slightly
different set of responsibilities liom their US colleagues. They must possess an independent business license for cosmetics sales and consulting,
pass the company's examination and verification
process, and sign the "Mary Kay Distributor
Agreement." Sales directors must establish a retail outlet to sell and display products, and pro-

With unemployment soaring because of state-owned
enterprise relorm and general economic restructuring,
women are often the first fired and last hired.
Unlike US beauty consultants, Chinese sales
promoters rarely visit customers' homes. Instead,
they set up appointments throuSh referrals, hold
classes in beauty centers and offices, and promote products in the cities where they are licensed to do so. An average class (three to six
people and two to (hree hours per class) can reportedly bring in Y500 ($60.40) in sales to the
company, of which the sales Promoter usually
gets the Mary Kay standard 40 percent commission, though this percentage may vary with the
amount sold. Full-time sales promoters can earn

vide space for sales promoters to hold classes.
They also appoint specialized trainers, who must
be approved by the compaoy, to train sales promoters. Sales directors' commissions are based
on the difference between retail and wholesale
prices, and they also collect a percentage of facility, training, and consulting fees. Outstanding
sales directors have the chance to become hiShlevel sales directors. In contrast to its US operations, where directors progress ftom the rank of

beauty consultants, sales directors in China
come to the company through several different
channels.
As in the United States, top achievers are re-

warded with jcwelry and trips. ln China, the
company also awards pink cellular phones.
Though Mary Kay does not import the famous
pink Cadillacs to award its top producers in
China, it has given out three Shanghai-made
pink Volkswagen Santanas. As in other foreign

Mary Kay In tho USA
After 25 yesrs of having hor idsss brushed
8side. and Eftot shB was passod ovor ror promotion in favor ol a mals employes whom sho
had trained, Mary Kay Ash quit hsrjob,6nd
dscided to writo sbout her expsrisncos and tho
discrimination womsn faced in the workplscs.
As she wrote, it occurred to h8r thrtwhst she
was writing could bs used as a guide for a
company friendly lo women.
Wi$ h6r quartor-contury of sxporigncB in
dtect sales and 05,0m raised from hsr f8mily,
sho start€d hor own businsss on Friday,
Soptomber'13, 1963. Despite the insuspicious

dats, M8ry K8y's flsdgling cosmetics company
thrived, surpassing Sl billion in sal€s stthE
wholesale level and $2 billion st ths rstail level
worldwid8 in 1999. As ot 2000, tho company had
3,500 employ6ss snd arouod 650,000 beauty
consultants worldwide.
Dallas-basod Mary Kay lnc. was found0d by
and for womon, to giv8 women 0pponunities
that simply woronl avsilsble to thom 30 ye8rs
8go. ln many wsys, tho companyb cultur8
smbodiss ths opposit€ of whEt M8ry Kay Ash

oxporiencsd as a saloswoman in I mals.orisntsd corporats culturs.
From the b00inning, MEry KEy lnow whst
management gurus took I few mors dscadss

4il
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to tigurB out praise and rocognhion 8ts lrr bttt€r motivslors than c,iticism. tor roaching tisir
sales gosls, beauty consuhants hav8 shlvay8
bsen row8rdgd with iawelry. trips, clothing,
cars, and othor inc€ntivss. Most fsmous is h0
pink Cadillac earned by top sollers. lt is not
givsn outright but consuhsnts hsvo tho uso of
fi8 car for two yeaB, Ss lon0 as thoy m88t
drBir salos quot8s. (lf $s consuham t8ils to
msot her quota, sho nust retum the carto dl9
compsny. lfth6 consultant continuously mostr
hor quotas. th€ car is hsrs to drivo for snothsr
lwo ye8rs.) Prizes havs boen updatsd lo k06p
up with lsshion and

politcsl corroctness:rur

costs ars out tax machinos 8nd €xorciso
squipment 8rs in.8nd rsd Ponti8c Grand Arns
,nd white GMC Jimmys hsva beon addsd to
the Msry Ksy tlset of pink csdillacs.
Th€ most imponEnt motivStor, howevor. is
public r0cognition of I iob w8ll dono. Evory
yssr Mory Kav holds a convomion in osllas,8t
which top s8llers rscoivo prizos snd rocognition. Top-s6lling b€suty consukants insparo
their psors by rslating thoir storiss ot succsss,
Mary Ksy beauty consuh8nts in tho Unitod
Stat€s 8ro all privato €ntr8prsnours, not
employoss. Each must buy 0 $m startgr kit
and may chooss to rscoiva trEining in msloup

China Business Review

8pplication, s8les. bookkesping, 8nd other businoss tschniqu6s. Such trsining is givon bY
rocruitor or lis comp6ny, Snd is ususlly onson-onB or in smallgrcups. Ths compsny slso
ssts sslos quotas for beauty consultants, who
buy products Et whol€sals pric€s dirsctly from
Mary K8y 8nd s8llthsm at a hotty 40 porc8nt

I

marlup. As individual ontroprsn0urs. howover,
bssuty consultsnts may decido to givs discounts or sst highsr pricBs. Mary (8y producss
sround 2m difforsnt skin csrs and bsauty products, Ell with a monBy-back gu€18nteB.
Beauty consultants also rscruit n8w consultants and gain 8 percentago otthsir racruits'
sales. This percsnt8ga does not cut into th8
rscruhed consuhant's 40 percgnt howev€r, as
it comss out otthe wholossls pric8. Whon a
bsauty consultanl rscruits fiv8 othsrs, sh8
bocom6s a tosm loEder. Whsn shs rscruits
around g) consultSnts, sh8 bscomss a dirsctor.
As tho number ol rscruits 8nd total ssl€s rise.
so doss sh&-to ssnior dirsctor. sxgcutivo
diroctor and, finally, nstionslssl6s dir€clor. As
indepondant on$oprsnours. beauty consuh0nts
sre psid sololy in commissions and prizss, and
rscaive n0 0nployaa bsnsfits, such Es hs8hh
insurancs.
A. Hulne

-Wrginia

countries, top sellers win trips to the company's

annual convention in Dallas. For promoters,
recognition is based on sales; for directors,
recognition is based on the sales they make and
those generated by the promoters rhey trained
and counseled.

Opportunitiot tor womon
Mary Kay offers Chinese women business opportunities and work options that are otherwise
hard to 6nd in China. With unemployment soar,
ing because of state-owned enterprise reform
and general economic restructuring, women are
often the first fired and last hired. Mary Kay allows women to work either full-time or parttime to supplement their incomes. It also offers
avenues for advancement-successful sales promoters may, upon obtaining a business license
and signing the "Mary Kay Distributor Agreement," become business consultants and chief
business consultants-

Another plus for workers without much experience is the company's free training of its
sales promoters. Not all training is mandatory,
but at a minimum, new promoters must learn
and understand the basic requirements of their
position. More accomplished members of the
sales force receive training in management. New
sales directors and distributors learn basic business development and management, while the
more-experienced learn leadership skills and
more-advanced management techniques.
Mary Kay's code of conduct stresses that sales

promoters and directors should sell products at
6xed prices, issue receipts, accept returns according to company policy, not promote other com-

panies'products, and protect company secrets
and trademarks. If a promoter or director violates these rules, the company may take disciplinary action, including a warning, ruspension
fronr work, earnings deductions, termination of
the agreement, and cancellation of the consul-

tant! qualilications.
Mary Kay's sales force in China is made up
entirely of women, and Mak estimates rhat 80
percent of the companyt regular employees are
women. Mary Kay does not experience high
turnover among its full-time employees in
China, a fact Mak chalks up to good benefits and
salaries, as well as to staff development, training,

and promotion opportunities. The company
sends upper managemeDt to local executive
MBA programs. and provides in-house training

for staff at other levels. Within rhe last three
years, the company has reduced its expatriale
staff from six to one, signaling to its local employees that there is room for them at the top.

Suwiving tho dlrcct

In

.r1..

ban

1998, Mary Kay and othcr direct sales
companies were hit by a central-government ban
on all direct sales. The ban effectively closed all
companies using this sales method for several
months, Mary Kay\ sales reportedly dropped 40

percent, and its sales force shrank dramatically.
Though Beijing's main target was unscrupulous
pyramid schemes that were bilking innocent citizens of their hard-earned savings (and sparking
protests around the country), its blanket ban hit
alldirect sales 6rms, including foreign 6rms with
legitimate operations and reputations for fairness. Eventually, l0 firms, including Mary Kay,
were allowed to reopen using modified sales
models.
Before the ban, Mary Kay labeled itselfa "sin-

gle-level" direct selling company, and sold its
products through beauty consultants, who were
independent entrepreneurs who bought their
wares from the company's beauty centers and
then sold them directly to the consumer. The

Under the new system. sales promoters promote
and sell Mary Kay products lor the company, but no

longer buy and resell them.
consultants had to meet a minimum sales target
to remain active, but could choose which products they wanted to buy, and in what amounts.
The Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic

Cooperation, the State Administration for Industry and Commerce, and the Bureau of Internal Trade issued the Circular on Related Issues
Concerning the Selling Methods of Foreign-lnvcsted Chain-Selling Enterprises, which allowed
direct sales companies to reopen if they sold
goods only through retail outlets or promoters

(tuixiaoyuan). The circular stated that these
firms could set up shops to sell their own goods,
or sell through department stores. They would
also have to provide after-sales services and 6xed
prices-regardless of whether the goods are sold
at retail outlets or through promoters- Though
the company had no retail experience, Mary Kay
opted to use both promoters and retail channels.
Thc company's 17 beauty centers now also function as retail outlets, and distributors with their
own business licenses can open their own retail
outlets.
Under the new system, sales promoters promote and sell Mary Kay products for the company, but no longer buy and resell them. According to Chinese law, sales promoters must be paid
on the basis of the sales they make on behalf of
lhe (ompany. Covernment regulations require
that they sign a contract with the company for a
minimum of one year, have at least two years'
work experience, have sales-promotion training
or be a graduate of a technical secondary school
or higher, and be a permanent resident of the

city in which they operate. The <ompany

is

legally responsible for the activities of sales promoters, who can only make deals with endusers.
Promoters may only buy Mary Kay products for
personal use, and managers of promoters must
The China Businoss Bsyiew January-Fobruary
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be formal employees of the enterprises (Mary
Kay's sales promoters are managed directly by
the company.) tn addition, the new regulations
require that promoters pass,r c€rtificalion exam.
Promoters must sell a minimum amount to
maintain their active status with the company

China easier for Mary Kay and other direct sales
companies. China has agreed to allow "sales
away from a fixed location," which many observers interpret as direct selling. If China interprets the agreement the same way, Mary Kay
may be able lo return to its original sales struc-

The company's attention to training and incentives has

smoothed its path in China and can serve as an example to
other loreign firms that stafl satislaction is as essential to
success in Ghina as elsewhere'
The 1998 circular required the sales directors
to possess a business license and their own business locations. The contractual relationship between Mary Kay and the director is no longer
one between the company and an individual, but
business-to-business. The role of the sales director is essentially the same, however.
After more than a year under the new model,

Mary Kay has more than 10,000 indePendent
sales force members in China, of which about 4

percent are sales directors. 'l'houBh the company
does not disclose sales forecasts, Mak con6rmed
that sales have recovered to 1997 pre-ban levels.

Nevertheless, some problems persist. When
pyramid sales and direct selling were banned,
these sales methods received a great deal of bad
press in China. Consumers approached by promoters are oftcn wary, as Mary Kay's new struc-

ture is not readily apparent from the outside.
Moreover, since the company can no longer sell
lo sales promoters at wholesale Prices, it must
pay tax on the retail price, which cuts into Prolit.

Looking forwa.d to WTO
Several provisions in the US-China bilateral

ture, which has served it well for 37 years in the
United States and other countries. WTO-mandated reductions of import duties and the lifting
of restrictions on imports of finished products
will also help, for several reasons. First, the company will pay less duty on imported raw materials used in its Hangzhou factory. Second, if the
local market is not yet big enough to justify producing a particular product in China, the company will be able to import Products for sale in
China. The company will also be able to imPort
products for test marketing purposes,
Like other foreign companies in China, Mary
Kay has suffered its share of headaches from trying ro comply with sudden changes in China's
maze of regulations. The company's attention to
training and incentives, however, has smoothed
its path in China and car serve as an examPle to
other foreign firms lhat :taff satisfaction is as essential to success in China as elsewhere. Despite
the regulatory hurdles the company has faced,
patience and perseverance are beginning to pay
off-the company's horiz-on in China has a dis-

tinctly rosy

t
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wtld,taiwansecurity,org Taiwan Security Research,
run by Dr. Phillip Yang at Taiwan National University, collects information on Thiwan and regional security issues, including cross-Strait relations) US
policy, and the PRC military. The site posts articles,
academic studies, and relevant reports and organizes
them by subiect and location. Use is free of charge,
and a search option allows access to material dating
back ro t998.

www.china-embessy.org The website of the PRC embassy in Washington, [)C, offers background and
contact information for embassy personnel, the 6ve
US regionalconsulates, and PRC government ministries. Visa and passport information and application forms are available, as is some rudimentary information on educational exchanges. The site also
includes political, historical, and geographical information on China, and a range ofoflicial position
pieces and press releases.

www.apec-china.org.cn The of6cial website for the
Asia-Paci6c Economic Cooperation (APEC)'s China
meeting provides the schedule for the major meetings and events of this year's APEC forum. The site
also features APEC news updates, oflicer lists, and
general travel and tourist information.

www.statchira.com lcapital, based in Hong Kong, offers Chinese statistical data through an online
database of PRC government documents-for a fee.
Visitors may browse statistical prohles ofChina\ regions, explanations of the PRC ministries and
bureaus, and links to national and regional PRC
Sovernment sites frce of charge.

www.chinaupdates.com Run by the lnternational
Business Institute of thc National University of Singapore, this site is a good source for Iinks to Chinese
and foreign businesses, governmental organizations,
and nongovernmental organizations. Research
papers and articles may also be read online.
wrrr,v.unchina.org The homepage fbr United Nations
(UN) organizations in China offers relevant news
and publications, background information, and
links to nongovernmental organizations working in
China. Homepages for the l3 separate UN organiza,
tions in China can all be found here, as well as links
to other UN organizations worldwide.

wwwjobchina.net This employment service for bilingual professionals looking for work, and companies
recruiting staff, in China offers an e-mail newsletter
and resum6 posting. Fecs apply for execurive and
MBA candidate searches.

www.ifc.org/publications/china_privat._ent.pdf The
International Finance Corp. has published online
the first signi6cant study on private enterprises in
the PRC, Clrinai Emerying Private Enterprises:
Prospects fot the New Certrr.),. The report covers the
emergence and current condition ofthe private sector, the legal status of private ent€rprises, the legal
environment. and the 6nancing difficulties thar afflict the private companies, and finishes with recommendations to strengthen the sector (Jce p.l4).

SITES IN CHINESE

www.lookl00.com This anticounterfeiting site features
information on how to dctect counterfeit goods and
what ntaterials can be used to protect goods from being counterfeited. The site posts recent articles dealing rvith counterfeiting problems,links to other anticounterfeiting organizations, and the newsle(er of
the China Trade Association fbr Anticounterfeiting.

lvww.drcnet.com,cn Run by the State Council Development Research Center this site provides inlbrmation on a wrdc range of Chinese economic issues.
Articles and reports are written by both State Council and outside researchers, and topics are organized
according to sector and issue.

-Drake
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LEGAL AFFAIRst

Ihe Leaslnu lndustry s
LeUal Envirotttnettt lmproves
Lester Ross and C. Stephen Hsu

rFhe leasing industry in China is becoming
I a viable avenue for foreign investors, after
I encountering serious d]fficulties in the
late 1980s and early 1990s. These difficulties
stemmed from the industry's inadequate legal
framework.

New legislation is paving the way for
a rebound in China's leasing industry
Indeed, as with other economic institutions

in post-1978 China, leasing appeared not

so

much because a law or notice Permitted it, but
because no law or notice prevented it at the time.
It was not until t985 that the former Ministry of
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, former
State Planning Commission, and former State
Economic Commission issued the Notice on Approving the Establishment of Chinese-Foreign
Cooperative Leasing Companies. Foreign (principally )apanese) and Chinese-foreign joint-venture lessors, operaring in an uncertain legal envi-

ronment, relied heavily on explicit or implicit
local-government Suaranties rather than the
creditworthiness of the lessee and the enforceability of the contract {see The CBR, fuly-August
2000, p.48). Undercapitalization, shortages of
trained personnel, and lax supervision spawned
a host of irregularities among Chinese-invested
leasing companies, including failure to deliver or
maintain the leased item, government protection
of lessees who failed to perform their obliga-

lrstcr Ro:r
is an snorngy in the Nsw York
and Beiling orrices oI Psul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton &

stsphcn Hsu (Xu Churnxil
is an anorney in the New York
oflice of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,

Whanon & Garrison.
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dermined the industry's legal foundation. In
Court held that guar1988 decision were
prior
to
the
issued
anties
valid. Notwithstanding central-government directives issued in 1994 and 1996, and the allocation of some central-government funds to help
localities honor their guaranties, funding and en[orcement problems left many guaranties unper1992, the Supreme Peoplet

Garrison.
C.

tions, and ina.curate record-keeping.
The central government rendered local-government guaranties invalid in I988, which un-
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formed, Only the aircraft leasing industry continued to develop, in part because the leased assets
were operated internationally and therefore subject to repossession by the foreign lessors in the
event of default. At the time, the most commonly
leased items were capital equipment, including
manufacturing equipment, medi(al devices, con'
struction equipment, and civil aircraft. Recently,

automobiles, computers, telecommunications
equipment, and construction equipment have
become popular items to lease.

B.lllngt .upport fot
th. l...ing indu.ttY gtow....
Despite such a troubled start, by the late
the central government recognized that a

1990s

vibrant leasing industry could reduce upfront
capital expenses, stimulate consumption, and
help develop a more comprehensive 6nancial in-

dustry in the runup to China's entry into the
World Trade Organization (WTO). Renewing its
focus on the development of an indigenous leasing industry, particularly financial leasing, the
central government has licensed several financial
leasing companies since 1999 in Shenzhen,
Guangdong Province, and elsewhere. According
to officials from the relevant Sovernment authorities, the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC) has approved 42
equity-joint-venture leasing companies, and the
People's Bank of China (PBOC) has approved l5
domestic financial leasing companies. And more
than 300 non-bank financial institutions are exclusively or partially engaged in financial leasing.
However, Article 42 of the Commercial Banking
Law prohibits commercial banks from engaging
in commercial leasing.

...but for6ign inv..tmont rom!int ttuntod
The Catalogue Cuiding Foreign Investment
in Industry (Guiding Catalogue) classifies the 6nancial leasing industry as "restricted" rather
than "encouraged." Therefore, foreign-invested
financial leasing companies may be established
only as joint ventures. In contrast, Chinese-in-

vested operating leasing companies are classi6ed
as service businesses subiect only to registration
with the State Administration for Industry and
Commerce and loose regulation by the State
Economic and Trade Commission. The approval

requirement for foreign-invested operating leasing companies should be eliminated after China
joins the WTO. (Unlike a financial lease, the
lessee under an operating lease does not assume
thc economic risks of ownership, and the lessor
generally provides all of the maintenance and
services

with respect to the leased asset.)

Currenlly. the estahlishnrcnt of foreign-invested financial leasing companies is subject to

MOFTEC approval, but after their formation
they are subiect to PBOC regulation. However,
pending regulations will transfer approvaland licensing authority to PBOC, as is the case with
forcign banks. Under the Administrative Measures on Financial Leasing Companies (discussed below) released in 2000, PBOC indec'd
seems to have claimed the licensing authority
over non-bank foreign-invested frnancial leasing
companies. A transfer of approval authority with
respect to leasing companies would resolve the
current jurisdictional inconsistency.
Such a move would also be consistent with
China's pending accession to the WTO, which

detailed, but togcther they establish the basic
rules for lease contracts. The absence of excessive
detail allows the parties substantial discretion to
craft a mutually agreeable contract. In practice,
lessors are able to prepare form contracts that
satis$ their rcquirements as long as they do not
violate any of the rules relating specifically to
lease contrdcls

Chapter

ll

or other applicable lcws.

of the Contract Law, entitled

"Lease Contracts," covers both operating and
real estate lease contracts. The lessor is required
to deliver the leased ilem to the lessee in accordance with the lease contra(t and to maintain
the item for the use provided in the contract
(Article 216).'Ihe obligation to maintain and repair the leased item falls on the lessor unless otherwise agreed (Articles 220-21). The lessee is
conversely required to use the item in accor-

For China's leasing industry to develop, it needs a

sound legislative foundation establishing the basic
elements oI lhe transaction, the rights and obligations
of the parties, and the basis for enforcement.

if

prohibits regulatory burdens on foreign in-

dance with the use speciFed in the contract or,

veslors that do not apply to their domestic coun-

the use is unspecified or unclear, in a manner
consistent with the iteml nature (Article 217).
The lessee bears no Iiability for damage to or depletion of the leased item provided that it is so
used (Articles 218-19), but is liable if the item is
damaged or lost because of the lessee's failure to

terparts. Under the US-China bilateral marketacccss agreement, foreign bank branches and
6nancial leasing corporations will be permitted
to offer financiai leasing services when Chinesc
institutions are permitted to do so. Chinese
commcrcial banks face a steep learning curve,
however, which may jeopardize their ability to
compete with their foreign counterparts.

A atrongo. logi.lrtivo foundrtion
Recent central-government support notwithstanding, Chinat Ieasing industry remains relatively small. Annual industry volume is less than
l0 percent of South Korea\ and less than I percent of the US leasing industry's, according to
Market Outlook (Shichang Liaowangl. For China's
leasing industry to develop, it needs a sound leg,
islative foundation establishing the basic elements
of the transaction, the rights and obligations of
the parties, and the basis for enforcement. 'I he
1999 Contract Law and the Administrative Measures on Financial Leasing Companies (the Financial Leasing Company Measures) issued in 2000
constitute important steps in the establishment of
this necessary legal foundation. The Contract Law
is helpful even for contracts with foreign lessors
that are governed by fbreign law. The Administra-

exercise due care (Article 223).

Chapter l3 includes several lessee-friendly
provisions. The lessee is entitled to a reduction
or suspension of rent if a third-party claim prevents the lessee from using or earning income
from the leased item (Article 228), or if the
leased item is damaged or lost for reasons not attributable to the lessee (Article 2l I ). Articles 228
and 231 apply even if the parties agree to shift
the burden of maintenance and repair to the
lessee, so a prudent lessor should procure suf6cient insurance to cover such risks. Indeed, the
lessee may cancel the contract if its purpose cannot be achieved because the leased item has been
damaged or lost (Article 231).
The lessee may cancel the contract at any
time, even after the leased item has been accepted and entered into service, if the leased item
presents a danger to the lessee's security or
heallh (Article 233). The reach of this provision
remains unclear, although some commentators
have argued that a leased item may not be

tive Measures on Foreign-lnvested Financial Leasing Companies are reputedly in preparation but
have not yet been promulgated. They may appear
in the next year or so.
ln addition to chapters oI general application
to economic contracts, the Contract Law includes

deemed dangerous merely because it is substandard. Nevertheless, these lessee-friendly provi-

two chapters on leases. Neither chapter is very

Though also rather thin, Chapter l4 adheres

sions together substantially diminish the enforceability of a net lease or "hell or high water"
clause.

Financial leases are governed by Chapter

14.
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more .losely to the t)?ical features of a financial
Iease. The lessor is required only to warrant the
lessee's right to possession and use of the leased
item (Article 246). The lessor bears no liability if
the leased item does not conform to the contract, unless the lessee has relied on t}te lessor in
determining the leased item or the lessor has interfered in the selection of the leased item (Article 245).

Medium- and long-term foreign exchange 6nancial leases from foreign and foreign-invested
enterprise lessors are treated as foreign exchange
loans subject to approval and registration by the
State Administration of Foreign Exchange under
the 1997 Procedures on the Administration of
Borrowing of International Commercial Loans
by Domestic Organizations. Short-term 6nancial
loans are subject to less-stringent verification requirements. Neither operating leases nor foreign
exchange financial leases from Chinese-invested

Proponents ol a vigorous leasing industry have argued

that China could lurther stimulate expansion by providing
greater tax incentives. For example. accelelated

depreciation rules would make leasing more attractive
to lessors by reducing the cost of leased items.

financial lessors are subject to such requirements.

Furthermore, non-financial institution legal
persons may undertake foreign exchange leases
from foreign or foreign-invested financial lessors
only after satisryinS several preconditions, including three successive years of pro6tability and
government permission to engage in foreign
trade.

Which

Finrnci.l l..rine comp.ni.!
The Financial Leasing Company Measures
govern the licensing of non-bank financial inst!
tution leasing companies. Their promulgation
followed the crackdown on 6nancial irregularities begun in 1998, which closed some unlicensed leasing companies. No company may include "financial leasin1" ljinrong zulin) in its

it to do so. To address the problem of undercapitalization, such
companies are required to have a minimum registered capital of Y500 million ($60.4 million).
To engage in foreign exchange business, financial
leasing companies must have additional foreign
exchange capital funding equivalent to $50 milname unless PBOC licenses

lion.
PBOC supervises 6nancial Ieasing companies

t.r..

.pply?

Foreign-invested leasing companies and foreign leasing companies with an establishment in
China are subject lo lhe same enterprise income
tax as other FIES: 30 percent national tax and 3
percent local tax, subject to any preferential taxes
for which they may qualifr. Foreign leasing companies without establishments in the PRC, or
that derive income from PRC sources unconnected with their PRC establishments, are subiect to a 20 percent withholding tax, which itself
is subject to reductions under applicable tax
treaties. Foreign leasing companies without establishments in the PRC were exempt from withholding tax with respect to income derived from
civilian aircraft leases until 1999.

The State Administration of Taration issued
Notice No.5l4 in July 2000 to clarify, among
other things, whether business tax or value-

dential ratios, management qualifications, and

added tax (VAT) should be levied on lease transactions. The Notice assesses a 5 percent business

other supervisory rules. Rent and processing fees
are determined by the parties, however, not by
PBOC or any other regulatory authoriry
Individuals are only permitted to hold shares
in public financial leasing companies. Foreign
investment is permitted, although the financial

tax on financial leasing companies licensed by
PBOC and other financial leasing companies if
title to the leased item is not transferred to the
lessee. VAT, which is more onerous, is asscssed if
the lessor is not licensed by PBOC and title to
the leased item is transferred to the licensee. To

Ieasing industry is still restricted under the
Guiding Catalogue. Additional clarification governing foreign investment may have to await the
release of the Administrative Measures on For-

avoid the VAI obligation, then, contracts should
specift that the title remains with the lessor The
contract may provide, however, that title belongs
to the lessee at the end ofthe term, at which time
the value of the item will have depreciated, and

through various capitalization and other pru-

eign- Invested Financial Leasing Companies.

thus VAT will be less burdensome.

Laatc app?oval

have argued that China could further stimulate

China does not have general government approval requirements for lease contracts or for the
registration of interests in leased items, with
some exceptions, notably civilian aircraft. The
civil aviation industry is closely regulated by the

expansion by providing Sreater tax incentives,

Civil Aviation Administration of China, which
approves all aircraft acquisitions to re8ulate
competition and conserve foreign exchange.
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Proponents of a vigorous leasing industry

and rcglatrltlon raqulaamantt

China Business Review

For example, accelerated depreciation rules
would male leasing more attractive to lessors by
reducing the cost of leased items. The restoration
of the income tax exemption for rental income
of foreigners without an establishment in China,
abolished in 1990, would also help. However,
foreign financial Iessors without an establish-

mcnt in China are eligible for reduced withholding tax treatment if the effective intercst
rate of the lease docs not exceed the export
loan interest rate in thf lessor's country. Such
an incentive is of little value outside the
world of subsidized exports, however

also provide that a financial lease contract is
invalid if it violates applicable state laws and

Although many lessors may elect to resolve disputes through arbitration. foreign
invested leasing companies should be familiar with China's rules for judicial resolution,

regulations. Civen the troubled history of financial leasing in the PRC. it is not surprising lhat the Trial Regulations also deem invalid any guaranty issued by a government
body that exceeds the scope of that body's
powers. The Trial Regulations provide that a
Sovernment body that issues an invalid guaranty is obligated to pay damages to the credilor or lessor, but enforcement of th.rt provision has proven difficult.

which may guide arbitration tribunals. ln
1996, prior to enactment of the Contract
Law, the Supreme People's Court promulgated the Regulations on Certain Issues in

Smooth.r !!illng rhoad
After a long and rocky beginning, the
prospects for the development of China's

Sottllng dirputo.

the Trial of Disputes lnvolving Financial Lease
Co n t ract Matters (the
Trial Regulations). The
Trial Regulations were
promulgated to help the
judiciary cope with the
surge in litigation involving financial lease con-

and comprehensive

tracts, in which the courts
lacked experience. While

supervision by

Regulations
ought to be amended or

PB0C should have a

the Trial

superseded to conform to
the Contract Law, in practice their close correspondence to the Contract Law

should render the Tria

I

Regulations a reliable map

for the handling of such
disputes even under the
new statutory regime.

'l'he Trial Regllations

provide that the parties
may select any forum with

jurisdiction for adjudica-

tion.

Th us, a Shanghai-

based lessor may demand

that disputes involving its
leases be adjudicatcd in

Shanghai, rather t han
where the lessee lives or
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leasing industry have im-

proved dramatically. A

More thorough

healthy eflect on the

financial leasing
industry as
a whole and should

benefit loreign-invested
lessors,
who tend to
have both more

experience and strongel

stronger legal foundation
provides the parties with
substantial discretion in
crafting a mutually agreeable contract. More thorough and comprehensive
supervision by PBOC
should have a healthy effect on the flnancial leasing industry as a whole
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eign-invested lessors, who
tend to have both more experience and stronger capitalization. Such supervi-
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sion would facilitate the
lifting of the ban on commercial banks' participa-

For nearly
25 years, the
BEST source
of hard-to-find
information on
China business
and trade.

tion in leasing, and thereby
increase inveslment and
competition in the industry. But more stringent requirements for the licensing of FIEs than Chinese
firms, and linritations on
foreign equity investment,
continue to impede foreign investment in the financial leasing industry,
and some seclors of the
cconomy remain off limits
with respect to operating

The China

d.r,

t'
h
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and should benefit for-

capitalization.
where the leased item is
located. Foreign-invested
lessors should monitor the
leases. Lower business tax
work of the courts in their
rates, as opposed to VAT
jurisdiction to determine
rates, are available under
whether the courts perfinancial leases-provided
form in a predictable manner and are hos- that the €ontract makes the critical distincpitable to lessors.
tion between a sale of goods and a lease. Even
As with other contracts, a financial lease more generous tax incentives concerning decontract is deemed invalid if governmenr appreciation, which would hasten the developproval is required but not obtained. The ment of the leasing industry, would have to
lessor must therefore ensure that all governovercome strong resistance from the Ministry
ment-approval and registration requirements
of Finance, and for the foreseeable fu(ure rc,
are satis6ed, including foreign exchange regmain unlikely. Neverrheless, the prospects for
istration requirements for foreign financial crafting viable leasing arrangements in China
leases treated as loans. The Trial Regulations
are better than they have ever been.
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The following tables contain recent prcss reports ofbusines.s contracts and negotiations exclusive of
those listed in previous issues. For th€ most part, the accuracy of these .ePorts is not independently con'
6rmed by Tfte CBR. Conrracts denominated in foreign currencies are converted inlo US dollars at the most
recent monthly ratL'quoted in the International Monetary Fund's Interfiational Fifiancial Statistics.
Firms whose sales and other business arrangements with China do not normally appear in Press rePorts
may have them published in lhe CBR by sending the information to the attention ofthe editor
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ADB

Accounting and lnlurance
INV ESTM

E

willinvest in Hubei, Jiangxi, Sichuan, and Yunnan provin.es to help develoP
smalland medium-sizedbusinesses.$25 million. l0/00.

NTS IN CHINA

Ner{ York Life I nternational, Inc. (US)

Will invest in Chongqing Municipality and Sichuan Province to help develop
the service sector 5500

ftillion. l0/00.

shenyin wanSuo Ltd. (Hon8 Kong),a subsidiary ofshenyin & wanguo
Securities Co. (Shanghai)
willpurchase the Shangha i brokerage unit ofShenyin & Wanguo. $487,300
9/00.

OTHER

Agricultural Commoditi€s and Technology

Americdn International Group, Inc. (US)/BOC
Signed agreement to share resources and offer comprehensive financial

OTHER

Govemoe ofth€
Mll

services to their customers in the PRC. I l/00.
PRC

set up a urea

fertilizer plant in

SiraiSa nj, BanSladesh. $3 53

million.

10i00.

China E-Commerce Technolo8ies Ltd., a subsidiary oflnternet CorP.
(US)/Chim Merchant Bank (Guangdong), China Telecom
t.aunchcd multipurFose lnternel banking.ard. the iBanking Card. l0/00

Banking and Finance
CHINA'S IM POBT

Banque Marocaine du Commerc€ Extdrieur (Morocco)
opened bran(h in Beijing. l0/00.

S

tNVESCO Fuods Group

ltrc,a subsidiaty of AMVESCAP (US)

Willprovide consuhing services to Penghua Fund ManagemeDt Co.,l-td.of

Tower Fin.ncial Servicer Group (New Zealand)
Willop.n representalive olt.e in BeijinS. l0/00

Cuangdong Province to improve its fund management capacity and
customer service. l0/00.

Chomicslr, Potrochomicals, snd Rolatsd
Equipmont

Diebold,Itrc(US)
Sold 100 automated teller machines to the Agri(ultural Bank ofChina for use
in Sichuan and Guangxi provinces. 9/00.

INVE STME NTS

IN CHINA

Qunitalur Ltd. (Hong KonS)/China (Sherrhen) Hightech Futrd lnvestment
Co., Ltd. (Guangdons)
willform joint investment company to invest in hi8h -technology .omPln ies
in the PRC. (Hong Kong:80%-PRc:20%). $6 million. I l/00.
Abbrclialio.s uscd lhrc!8houl l.Il: AD8:,&ian D4.lopmcnl Banti BOC:B.nI ofChins:CAAC: Civil
Aqsrion Adminsrrarion ofChrn!:CA1lC C\iis Nari,nilArtu T(hnolot) lmp"rr.Frfo CorP:Chind
le..com: China'l.le.ommunicarions Cloup Co!p.. cnha Un(om: China Unrred ]ekNmmunic.lof,s
CoD.: CIRC (h iia INU ran,. R.ruialorv Gmmison: LITIC: ch iM Int.mJlDn.l Trun ind lnv6ln.nl
Cu;.: CITS ChD! lnl.hir Dn.l-Trrwl s.di.., CNoO( Ch rna N6r ion.l Off$orc Oil(,rp.. CN PC Chinr
N ion.l Pdol.um & Ca1 corp. ETDZ't(ono,ni .nd T(hnolot,'rl D*lopmci tun.: ICB('
lnJ8r nrl ind Com m.tr i.l E nl of Clrn} M II: MDRrry of Inlornar ion lndusrn. MOU' M(mocnduh
of Und.Rrddinl" \4. Nor Av4hbi(, i\oUNC(l: Ch,o \o h Indunri.r Gry.. P&T. Porl5 .trd
t.ldommuni@Lani. PIOC P@ol.t Banl of China: RMB: R.nminb;: SEZ: sDecd E(oNnii Zon(
SINoCHEM. Chrna Naronal Chc;(.ls Impon Epo CorI.: stNOPEC: ctrtn. NrlDnll r.lro6(micai
Lorp,5lNOTRANS Chrn( Narional Forign Thd. Tr.ncporl.lDn rorp.: SDPC: Srar. DftloPm(nr
Plannrn8 Lomn ileion: UNI)P Unrr.d Nat,ons DcveloF.nl Pm8rem
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Myanmar Petrochemical Enterprise/China National Machinery lmport
and Export Corp. (Beiiiry)
Si8ned contract to build two liquefied petroleum gas tbctories in Myanmat
$ll million. l0/00.

INVESTMENTS IN CtiINA
Chevron Phillips Chemical China Co.,a unit ofChevron Phillips Chemicol
Co., ajoint venture between Chevmn Corp. and Phillips Petroleum Co' (US)
Established a polystyrenc plant in ZhangjiaganS, Jiangsu Province.
$92 rnillion. I l/00.

Dequest Business Group,

r unit of Solutia lnc. (Us)/wuiin

Fi-tre

Chemicals

(liangsu)
Formed ioint venture,Solulia Xiafeng Fine Chemi.alCo., Ltd.,to markel
phosphat€ products in the PRC. (US:s1%-PRC:49%). I l/00.

Fo.mosa Plastics Corp. (Taiwan)
Will invest $100 million in Zhejiang Province to build
plant. $100 million. l0/00.

Co., Ltd., Miraesung Corp. (South Korea)
Willsupply China Record Corp, of Beijing wirh five million MP3 players
$18 million.9/00.

I&C
a

polryinyl chloride

Rhodi. SA (Fr.oc.)

I

NVESTM

E

NTS IN

CH

INA

Opened vanilic aldehyde plant, Rhodia-Haining Fine Chemicals Co., Lrd.,

Compex System Pte Ltd., a subsidiary of Powcmatic Data Systems Ltd.

in Zhejiang Province. l0/00.

(Singapore)
Opened plant in Shenzhen, Cuangdong Province, to produce 10,000 network

Shell Chemicals, a unit of Royal Dutch/Shell G.oup (the Netherldnds)/

interface cards and 1,000 hubs dail,y. $t million. I l/OO.

cNooc
Signed contract to form

Ltd.,to develop

joint venture,CNOOC and Shellpetrochemicals

a petrochemicals

Co.,

.omplex in southern China.$4 billion.

Matsushita Electric Indust.ial Co. (Japsn)/Shanghai Guaagdian (Group)
Co.,ShanShai Industrial Investment (Group) Co,, and Shanghai Vscuum

Ele.tron Devices Co.
Willform joint vent

l0/00.
Gener.l Elecrric

Co. (US)

0pened synthetic plastic factory in Pudong, Shanghai. $30 million, g/00

OTHER
Bayc. AG (Germatry)

ure, Shanghai

lrhtsushita Plasma Display

Co.,

in

Shanghaito produce plasma display panels for TVs and monitors.
(japan:51% PRC:49%). gl00 million. I t/00.

OrbisOyi,PMI Automec Oyj (Fi! .nd)
Set upjoint venture to installand maintain testing systems and automation
equipment in China.l l/00.

Established research and development center in Shanghai. l0/00.

Southland Finaocial, lnc, (Ausrralia)

Congumer Goods

Acquired 60% of Ai Wei Technology Corp.,Ltd.,a joinr venture with China
Changfeng Aerospace Science and Technology Industry (Group) Corp.of

OTHER

Beijing,to suppl, identitysmarl rards ro PRC cirizens. I l/OO.

aioint venturc bet{een Gitruddn SA
(S{itzerland) end Shrnghai SuNe Phrm.ceutic.l Corp.
Shanghai Givaudan Ltd,,

Opened the Shanghai Givaudan Ltd. Sensory and Technology Center to help

Trad€C.t.lyst Co.(Us)/Subteck (Hunan) Data System
Hunar Huaxi.n8teng Digital Technology Co. Ltd.
STS Co,,

Signed laDd-use a0d residential rcmoval contracl [or lUelro to build a
warehouse storr. l0/00.

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (US)
Willestablish ils Asia,Paci6r headquarters in Shenzhen, Guangdong
Province. l0/00.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (US)
Willopen outlets in Guangdong Provin(e.l0/00

Eloctronic! and Computo. Soltware
CHINA'S IM PORTS

Ltd.,

Will establish an in ternational ele.t ron ic technology and sofrware
development center in Changsha, Hunan Provin.e. Sl2 million. I l/00.

create new fragrances and flavors. l0/00.

Metro AG (Germ.ny)/Chengdu City Land Bureau,Qingyang Disrri.r
People's Government (Sichuan)

Co,

yfech Holdings, Ltd. (Hong Kong)/South China University of Technology
(Guangdong)

Willform joint venrure, SCVTech,to develop an e-.ommerce platform.
(Hong Kongr50%-PRC:50%). I l/00.
Compaq Comporer Cory. (US)

Will increase investment in its Ch inese operations over the nexl two years to
build more e-commerce celters and develop digital management techniques
530 million. l0/00.

I

Internation.l
ormation Products (Sh€nzhen) Co.,ajoint
venture between IBM Corp. (US) and China Great Wall Computer Shenzhen
Great Wall
Co.
Established the Greal Wall International Informarion Products (Shenzhen)
Co., Fulian Duty-Free Zone Branch, to produce

I million computers anDuillly.

l0/00.

hteotia lnternatioDal AB (Sw€der)
Will provide Tianjin Pipe Corp.with eiectronic applications for financial
management, ord€r processing, and business performance management
$1.2 million.

ll/00.

UTstucom,Inc. (US)

IBM Corp. (US)

Willbuild new chip packaging facility in Shanghai. $300 miilion. l0i0o
i-One.Net (BeiiinS) Co., Ltd., a urit ofi-One.Net (Singapore)/Siao V
Technologl Developmeot (Liaoning)

Will supplyXi'an,Shaanxi Province,withethernet switchingequipment.

Formedjoinl venture to proyide Internet infraslru(ture-related business in

10i00.

Dalian, Liaoning Prov ince. ( Singapore:86.7%- PRC: I 3.3%). I0/00.

Extreme Networks, Inc, (US)

kovided Bei)ing University with Black Diamond and Summit swirches to
support its high-speed campus nerwork.g/00.
GTECH HoldirSs Corp. (US)
Signed agreement to provide a turnkey lottery system to operate the Beijing
Welfare Lotrery Center 9/00.

Intel Corp. (US)
Will in.rease investment in its Shanghai facility to build computer
peripherals. $200 million. l0/00.

Lu.ent Techologies (US)
Willbuild a new program-(ontrolled switchboard production bas€ in
Qingdao,Shandong Province.$22 million. l0/00.
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LM Ericsson AB (Sw€den), Myweb lnc.com (US)

Qu.nta Computer lnc. (Taiwa[)
Will

Signed MOU to develop and promote E-secrclnry, an Internct-bascd

set up a rnotherboard production planl and a computer case assembly

applicalion t'eaturinB })trsonal business assistanl servi.es l0/00.

plant in Shrnghai. $26 million. l0/00.
TCL Industrial Holdings (Hong Kong)Co., Lld./Wuxi Dianyi Ass.l

Malag€ment Co. (f ianSsu)

Motorola ComputerGroup,s unil of Motorola lnc. (Us)
willopen design.enler in ShanShai. !0/00.

Signed agreement to fornr joint venture,TCt. DiSitalScience and ]'echnology

diSitalcokrr TV sets,portable comPuters,and
.omputrrs. (HonB KonS:70%'PRC:30%) S29.6 million l0/00
Co., Ltd; k) produ.e

paLm

First echin. lnc. (US)/China N.tiondl Corp. for overseas Economic
Coop€ration, zhao Tong Information Center (B€iiing)

Nerf, ase.com, Inc.

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.,a unit ofSamsungGrouP (South Korea)
'[ech nology Research Center
Opened the BeijinB Samsung Com municat ion

Formed ,oint venture, Beijing Unitrade E{:onmer.e Co.l.td., to oPerate a
Chines('.languagebusiness_lo-business e commerce Portal. 9/00.
The Hartcourt Companies,Inc. (US)
Signed agreement to Purchase 60% oflhe outstanding shares of BeijinS Total
Solution System,Lld.9/00.

Hitachi, Ltd. (lapar)
Will produce flal - panel d isfhys at lhe Hitachi Display Device (Suz-hou) Co
I-td., in lirnSsu Province,lirr computers and mobile telePhones. $28 million
9/00.

to foaus on lhe research and development of

t

h

ird_generation mobile

communicalions technoloS,v 10/00.

sun Microsyst€ms,lnc. (US); Wangtong Kehui Ltd. (Hong KonS)/Shenzhen
China Internatioml High and New Technological Achievements Trade
Center,shenzhen China lnt€rnational Hith and New Technological

Properly RiShts Erchan8e
Establish('d th!' ilorce NL'w Business Incubalion Center in Shcnzhcn,
Guangd(lng Provin.!'. l0/00.

Asialnfo Holdings Inc. (US)/lntrinsic Technology (Shangh.i)
\{illdevekrp wireless Internet solutions for mobile oPerators.9/00

NCR Corp. (US)

will build ,

data warehousc to Process dala lbr the Shanghai Securities

Central Clearanceand Rcgistrution Co.9/00.

Triphol

(Beiiing)

Opened ofhce in Newark, California. l0/00

Co.

Chinaepot;Cisco Systems,lnc.; ComPaq ComPuter Corp.i IBM CorP; Intel
Corp.; and Oracle Corp. (US)
Formcd alliance to support lhtdeyeloPmcnt oflhe info.malion technologY

(,apaD)/Huadong Electronics (Oroup) Co.' Naniing Xingang

industry in xinjiang Ul'gur Aulonomous Region.9/00.

Hi8h-Tech Co., Ltd. (liangsu)
Signed lctter ol intent lo tstablish the Nanjing Huari LCt) Tcchnology Co.,
l-td.lo pn)du.c nnd nlark(l S'l'N-LCD displays, modules,xnd related

produ.ts. S:5 million. 9/00.

Communicalion Intelligence ComPuter CorP. Ltd.,a joint venture between
Communication lntelligence Corp.(US) and liangsu Bureau of Information
I

ndustries/Minisl ry of Agriculture

OTHER

Signed lictnsing agrecmcnl lor Communicalion IntelliSen(e Corp.s InkTools

Aptech BeiiinS Beida Jad€bird Co,ajoint ventu.e between Aptech Ltd.
(lndia) and the Governmenl ofthe PRc
\{illcxpand the nu mber o i soliware educat ion and traininS.enters in the

and 0flicc Automation syslenrs Solulions. 9/00

PRC to 75. I

l/00.

E

r€me N.trvorkq

lrc. (US)

\{illestablish new

sales offices

in Beijing; Chengdu, Sichuan Province;

ShanShai; and lvuhan,Hubei Province.9/00.

Thre€-Five Syslems, Inc. (US)
Establishcd tull-servicc desiSn engineer ing .enter in BeijinE. I l/00.

Analog Devices In.. (US)

IBM Corp. (US)/Goldea Medicine Cohmodity Network Co.'Ltd. (BeijinS)
Teamed up to rreate website that offers drug otiering and drug product
catalogue inlbrmation serviaes loPharmaaeuli(al manutaaturers'

willopen the Beijing Design Center to devclop integraled circuits forthe

dislributors, and hospilals. 9/00.

releconmunications induslry, the consumer niarket, and other industries
t0/00.

Intel corp. (us)/capital online (Beijing)
Agread lo develop (omprehensive solutions to server co-location services for

Ansoft Corp. (US)
opened Advanced Training Cenlers lo heh lrain new engineers at the BeijinB
Insritulc oi'Ie(hnohgy irml Xidian University, Shaanxi Province l0/00.

Ansoft Corp.(US)

equipment, r:nd 6ber-optic cable nel$ork systems. 9/00.

Co. (US)

Donated VDSM integraled.hip desi8n software to Qinghua and Beijing

universitics. 521 million. l0/00.

Hewlett-Packard (China) Co.,a unit of Hewlelt-Packa.d

InterN€tworking Systems, a unit of Luce[t Technologies (Us)/liangsu
Xinwang Shirun Technologies Co.
Agrecd rc develop applicalions for Lu€enl\ leading sw itch ing systems' atcess

Opened new support office in Shanghai. I0/00.

Avaoti

small and mcdium-sizcd enterpr ises. 9/00.

Co.

Linuiab

(US)/Red Flag Linur Software Co. (Beijing)

5i8ned agreemenl to devchP and sellLinux Products in inlcrnational
markets.9/00.

(US)/

SinoProjects.com (Beijing)

Microsoft corp. (Us)/Haier Group

Co.

(Shandong)

Signrd aSrcement k) Prcvide c conrnrerae scrvi.es lo Chinesr businesses

Agrecd t0 coope.ate on sotiware forelectrical home aPplianccs, wireless

l0/00.

communications, and software development. 9/00.
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Nort.l Netwo.ks Corp. (Caaada){itong CommurdcatiorB

Co.,

Ltd.

(Shaaghai)

INVE STM

E

NTS IN CHINA

Danoft Group (Frartcc)

Formed alliance to promote the development ofinformation service

Will acquire minority stak€ in ShanghaiB.ight Dairy. l0/00.

networks in the PRC.9/00.
F.

Reuters Group Plc (United Kingdom)/Qingniao.net

Holdirgs Pte Ltd.

(Beijirg)
SiSned agreement for Qingniao.nett business website to provide Reuters
with information and stock quotations. 9/00.

SIPEX Corp. (US)
Opened new sales, marketing,and techni.al applications organization in
Shenzhen, Guangdong Province. 9/00.

Hoffmar-La Roche Ltd. (Switzerland)/Shanghai New Asiatic

Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
Partnered to open vitamin plant in Shanghai. $28.4 million. l0/00.
OTHER
CleEetrts Citrur Seles of Florida, hc, a subsidisly of Clerents coldeD
Phoenir Enterp.ises lrtc. (US)NA (Guangdong)
Signed dealto distribute Clements frozen concenrrated orangejuice to
customers in Guangzhou and Shenzhen, Guangdong Province. l0/00.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. (US)
0pened bonded warehouse in Shanghai's Waigaoqiao Bonded Zone.9/00

Addrom.com lrc. (Us)/Shanghsi Longwu Fruit Co.
Signed agreement enabling US fruit and vegetable vendo.s to sell
agricultural productsdirectlyto theShanghai wholesalemarket.9/00

Engineering and Construction
Machinery and Machine Tool3

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA

Matsushita Electric Works Ltd. (Japan)

Willbuild plant in Shanghaito manufacture construction equiprhenl

$l.l I million.

I0/00.

lnSersoll-Rand Co. (US)
Formed joint veDture, Nanjing Ingersoll-Rand Compressor

Co., Ltd.,

in

fiangsu Province,by acquiring an 80% share in Nanjing Sanda Machinery Co.

OTHER

9/00.

Govdnment of the PRC
Will provide tle Government ofVietnam with loans to fund.onstruction of
two hydroelectric powerslations,a copper smelter, and a fertilizer plant.
$300 million. l0/00.

Medical Equipmont and Devicos
OTHER

Environmental Technology and Equipment
CHINA'S IM PORTS
ITT lndusrries, lnc, (US)
Will supply30 pumps to Shanghai! Suzhou Creek
$10 million. l0/00.

INVESTMENTS IN

CH

sewage treatment project

a plant

in Nanhai, Guangdong Province,to convert organic

waste into fertilizer. l0/00.

Uhrhatr & Schwill GmbH (Germany),

a

unit of Lincoln Electric Holdings,

Inc (US)
Won contract to design, manufacture, and installpipe weldingsystems for
Julong SteelPipe Co., Ltd., Hebei Province. $l.2

OTHER

CHINA'S INVESTMENTS AB ROA

Govcrnmetlt ofthc PRC
Provided a grant to Tanzania for

Mela13, Minerals, and Mining
CHINA'S IMPORTS

INA

lnternstional Bio-R.coy€ry Corp. (Canada)
Willconstruct

Biosigtria, Inc, (US)/Beijing Healrhway M.nagement Co.
Signed distribution agreement to market Biosigniat "(now Your Number"
program.l0/00.

a

water supply construction proicct

$4.6 million. l0/00.

million.l0/00.

D

Chira Non-Ferrous Metal Foreigt Construction

Co.

(Beiiing)

Will constru(t an aluminum smelter in Malaysia.$2 billion. l0/00.

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA
Goverment of Poland
Granted the PRC a concessional loan for environmental proje€ts.$85 million.
9/00.

Airtrust

Pre Ltd. (Singapole);

0pened joint-vent

u

Hunting Oilfield Services Iateraational (US)

re steelthreading

facility in Tianjin. l0/00.

OTHER
Butler (ShanShai) Inc., s unit of Butler Marufacturing Co, (US)
Wiil expand its workshops in Shanghaifrom 5,700 m2 to 15,000
incre.se produ(tion. I 0/00.

Food and Food Processing
CHINA'S EXPORTS
Hechuan City (Choryqing)
Signed contract to export pork to ,apan.
C H

m2 and

Sumitomo Spccial Metals Co., Ltd. (Japan)/Beijing Qinghua Innovation

$l million. I l/00.

INA'S INVESTMENTS ABROAD

Tsingtro Brewery Co.,Ltd. (Shandong)
Will establish breweries in Malaysia and South Africa.9/00.

TechnoloSy Development Co., Ltd.
Signed a patenl license agreement to export PRC mdgnets. l0/00.

Park-Ohio tndustries Inc.,a unitofPark-Ohio Holdings Corp, (US)
0pened Asia headquarters in Shanghai.9/00.
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U

versity of the lncarnate word (US)/South China Normal University
(Guangdong)

Miscallanoous

Opened joint venture,China lncarnale

CHINA'S INVESTMENTS AABOAD

!\brd Edu.ation Center, in Zen8.hen8,

GuanSdong Prov ince, lo promote educat ional

a

nd .uh ural exchange.

I

0/00.

Gov€rnment of Namibiay'Gowrment of the PRC
Signed agreement for the establishment of a PRC spa.e-trackinS, telemetry,

Ohana Foundation (US)/People's Educ.tion Press

and command station in Namibia. l0/00.

Signed agrcemcnt to develop multimedia instructionalte.hnoloSy to

facilitate English-language teachinSin PRCschools.9/00.

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA
Macao

Mirehar Travel Agency/Gdrsu N.w Western Tourism

Established

a

Co.

tourism joinl venture, th. 6ansu western United International

Tourism Co. I l/00.

Packaging, Pulp, and Paper
CH

Ertr€m. Networks, lnc. (US)
Willprovide Beijing University ofAeronautics and Astronautics with its 6rst
training and technology cenler 9/00.

INA'S

Metso

IM PORTS

Corp.(Finl.nd)

Will provide Jilin Shixian Paper Co., Ltd. and Shandong Chenming Paper
Holdings Ltd. with papermakinS lines. $l l5 million. I l/00.

MorninSstar Tr.vel Seryic€ (Horr8 Kong)/Faogzhou lnternational Travel
e,gency (Bei.iinS)
Established joint-venture travel a8en.y, the Beijing Morningstar- Fangzhou
Internat ional Travel Service. 9/00.

Petroloum, Natural Gas, and Belated Equipment
CH

OIHER

INA'S

IM POfiTS

Gover nent ofSaudi Arabia

RsA Security trc. (US)

Willestablish office in Shanghai.

I

willprovide China Uniled Petrochemical Corp. of Beijing with 180,000
barrels of crude oilper day in 2001. I l/00

l/00.

The Smile Train (US)/China Charity Feder.tion (Beijing)
Will provide free clefi lip and palate surgery to 24,000 children in the PRC.
I t/00.

Andersen Consulting (US)
Willprovide restructuring and management consulling services to SinoPec
t0/00.

Citibank,a uait of Citigroup,lnc. (Us)/Fudar University (Shaaghai)
Laun.hed ioint manaSement traininB pro8ram al Fudan Universily l0/00.
German Research Federation/China National science Foundation
Commiuee (Beiiing)
Established research center in BcijinS to Promote cooperrtion and exchange
in the naturalsciences. l0/00.

CHINA'S INVESTMENTS ABBOAD
China National Machinery lmpon and Erport Corp.(Beiihg)
Willconstruct l\,vo mobile liquefied petroleum 8as factories in Myanmat
$13

million.l0/00.

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA
The Lubrizol Corp.

IDG Chins,. unit

ofInternational DataGroup (US)/China

State Council

Information O6ce (Beijing)

perroleum-based compound agents.

lVill co'publish a one-time ma8a?ine to.ommemorale lhe Chin.s. Cullural
Fcstival2000. l0/00.

International Finatrc. Corp.,

(Us)/llnzhou Refirery

a

unit of the Wo.ld Baok Group

Signed MoU with the Wan lie Tumor Hospital in Zibo, Shandong Province,
to provide loan for cancer treatment. $15 million. l0/00.

Kint.tsu World Expr€$s, Inc. (J6pan)
Upgraded its offices in Nanjin8,lianssu Provin.e; Qingdao. Shandong
Province; and Tianjin Municipality to full-service branches,with in(rcased

distribution capabililies and larSer customer service resPonsibilities. l0/00.
Korea Trade-lnvestmert Promotion A8€ncy

willopen new offices in Qingdao, Shandong Province,and Wshan, Hubei

I

l/m.

Roy.l Dutcly'Shell Group (the Netherlands)
Willpurchase 20% ofCNOOC! initialpublic offeringand willhelP CNOOC
develop opportunities in oil and gas exploration and production.
$300 millioD.

ll/00.

CGU-CDC China Capital Partners,aioint venture betit/e€n CGNU Plc and
CDC Capital Partners (United

Kingdom)

Willinvest in CNOOC, Ltd. to assist in exploration and development ofoil
resources. $10 million. l0/00.

OTHER
Texaco Inc.(US)/China United coalb€d Methane Corp, Ltd.(Beiiing)
Signed contracts

Province.l0/00.

Co. (Gonsu)

Forftedroint venlure, Lanzhou Lubriml Relining Additive Co.,to Produce

b

ertend Texaco.s operation in the 0rdos Basin ofshaanxi

and Shanxi prcvinces, and lnner Mongolia Autonornous Region.

0N SemicoDdu(tor (US)
Donated funds to build

a new school for underprivileged children near

Leshan, Si(huao Provincc. $36,000. l0/00.

ll/00.

Digital cas,lnc. (Us)/Dong Sheng Corp, (Shandong)
Signed contract lo improve oil and 8as produ(tion in

allof Dong Sheng!

fields.l0/00.
The Proaer & Ganble Co. (US)
Donated funds to the Ministry ofHealth and Project Cradle to helP Promote

public heaith. $480,000.

l

0/00.

CNPC (Hong

Kond Ltd./North China Petroleum Bureau,s unit ofCNPC

(Beijing)
Signed letler

San Francisco

Exploratoriurn (US),Sony Corp. (lapan)

opened the sony Explorascience youth educational center in UeiiinS. I0/00
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ofintenl to

set

upjoint venture to manufaclure large-diameter

oil and naturalgas pipes in the
PRC:50%).10i00.

PRC. $9.75

million. (t,on8 Kong:5o%-

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA

Husky Energy Inc (Can.da)/CNOOC
Signed contract to develop two oil fields in the South China Sea. l0/00.

Government of Thailand/Yuooan Power Co.
Will construct ringhongPowerStation inlinghong,Yunnan Province,to
provide elect ricity to Thaila nd. ( Thailand:70%- PRC:30%). $ i .2 billion. I | /00.

Phaimaceuticals
OTHER

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA

ABB croup (Switzerland)

Nycomed Amersham (United Kingdom)/Shanghai Hua Hai Pharma.eurical

Will increase its investment in the

Foctory Shatrghai Zhangjiang High-Tech Park Development Co.
Will form jointventure,Shanghai Nyronted Pharmaceutical Co.(United

years. l0/00.

Kingdom:80%-PRC:7%,

ll%).

Oyotri( Battery

$34 million. l0/00.

Co.,

Inc,

a

PRC to

Sl billion within the next 3-4

subsidiary of Energy Conve.sion Devices, Inc.

(us)
OTHEN

Signed patenl license agreement with SANIK Battery Co., Ltd.ofGuangdong

Pan-Pacifi c Pharmaceutical Ltd. (US)/Jintarlsheng Biological Technology

Province for proprietary nickel-metal hydride

ba ery technology. l0/00.

Dcvelopmert Co.,a unit of the North China Pharmaceuticsl Group Corp.
(Hcbei)
Signed agreement lo develop PX3,a mrdicine for rheumatoid

arthritis.g/fiJ.

P.operty Management and Developmgnt
CHINA'S IMPORTS

Ports and Shipping

Ascon Ltd,,

a

unit of DBS Land Ltd, (Singapore)

Signed dealto manage a 166-unit residentialand service apartment proiect
C H

INA'S EXPORTS

in Beijing. l0/00.

Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machin€ry Co., Ltd.
won contract to supply the Long Beach Port 0flice ofthe United
20 post-Panama quayside conrainer cranes.$140 million. ll/00.

States

wirh

CH IN

CHINA'S IMPORTS
NaoiinS Goulds Pump

Tglecom

Co., a

subsidid.y of ITT Industri.s,Irc. (US)

A'S

mun

icationg

IM PORTS

Adv'uced RccoStrition Techaologies (lsrael)

Won contract to provide 48 deep,well pumps for five permanent ship locks lo

Won contract from Konka Group Co., Ltd. (Cuangdong) to integrate its

be built on theYangziRiver $604,595. I l/00.

smARTspeak software into (onka's cellular phones, allowing for voice
activated dialing.

See Hup SengSp€cid Coating Equipmcot & Etrgineering (Sharghai) Co.,
s urit ofSee Hup Seng Ltd. (Shgapore)

Willprovide

lrevenrion materiils.

$

1.72

million.

I

1.5

million. l0/00.

Belle Systems Asia Pte Ltd.,a unit ofBell€ SystemsA/S (Denmark)

won contrr.t lo help China Unicom deploy its post-paid !blP servi.cs
l0/00.

hhigaoqiao Shipbuilding Lrd. with corrosion-

Sha nghai

S

I/00.

C-COR.net (US); LM Ericsson AB (Svcder)

OTHER

Won (onlracl to implement a broadband network for Zhuhai, Guangdong

FcdEl Corp. (US)

Province. l0/00.

Began one-day delivery to Beijing Guangzhou and Shenzhen, Guangdong
Province; and Shanghai. 9/00.

Lucent TechnoloSies (US)
Won (onlracl to provide Suzhou 'ltlecom, a subsidiary ofChina Telecom,

with optical networkingsystems.$5 million. l0/00-

Power Generation Equipmont
CHINA'S

E

X

China National

MaEotri Plc (United Kingdom)

PORTS

Ma.hirery lmport and Export

Signed contract to constru.t the 6rst phase

Co.

Willprovide telecommunications equipmenr to

be built into the network
solutions ofDatang Telecom TechnologyCo. of Shaanxi Province.

(Beijing)

ofa L200 M\\ power planr in

$50

million. l0/00.

Samarra,lraq. $200 rnillion. I l/00.

China National Madinery lmport and Erport Co,(Beiiing)
Constructed a gas-powered 222 MW power station in Kiruk,Iraq
$75 million. I l/00.

MarcoDi Plc (United Kingdom)

Will provide China Telecom of Eeijingwith syn.hronous digital hierarchy
equipmenl to upgrade fixed and mobile phone networks in Beijing. l0/00
Oy

Guargzhou ltrtcrtrstional Economic aod lechnical Cooperation Co.
(Guangdong)

Willprovidc luiian CenterofRadio & Movie Information Netnork with
Nokia Media Master digital multimedia terminals to suppon digiral
television bmadcasts, l0/00.

Willprovide the Dhaka tlectric SupplyAuthoriry ofBangladesh with a loan
to upgrade Dhaka's power distribution system. $60 million. I t/00.

CHINA'S IMPORTS
ABB High voltoge Technologies Ltd.,a unit ofABB croup (Switzerlatrd)
Won order to provide 500 kilovolt gas-insulated swirchgear for Jiangsu
Nuclear Power Corp. $17.4 million.9/00.

Notir AB (Finland)

Oy

Notia AB (Finlaad)
Will supply linan Telecom ofShandong Pmvinceand Nanjing Telecom of
fiangsu Provincewith a broadband a.cess system that uses DSL technology
at localaccess network exchanges to provide high-speed Internet s€rvi(es.

r0/00.
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Qualcomm lnc. (US)
Will supply China Unicom with narrov-band CDMA technology to build
mobile phone network. l0/00.

ADC T.lecommunications
a

lnc

(US)

Established manufacturing plant in Nanjing ETDZ, Jiangsu Prov ince

$

l0 l

million.9i00.
OTHER

Sewon Tele.om (South Korts)
W l supply Ningbo Bird Co., Ltd.,Zhejiang Provin.e,with 550,000 CSM

Irtel corp. (Us)/BeiiinS Tclecommunications co.

mobile phones. l0/00.

signed a8reement under which Intel will provide website hostinS services to

IBM Corp.(US)
Willsupply HuaweiElectric Technolo8ies Co., Ltd. of Shenzhen, Guangdong
Province, wilh next-generation Inlernet Protocol routers and synchronous

Beijing Telecom! cusbme$, I I/00.

Multa Commuoicstioor Corp, (Us)/Chha Unicom
Signed agreemeot to establish a shared-capacity undersea fiber-oplic cable

digital h iera rchy optical transmission systems. 9/00.

connection between the US and

tie

PRC. I

l/00.

Lucent TechroloSies (US)
Signed contract with China Uni.om to build high-.aPacity oPticalnetworks

in lilin, Hebei, Henan, Zheiian8, Hunan, Hubei, Hainan, and Guangri
provinces. $14 million. 9/00.

Viaaet Technologieq Inc. (US)/Chha Uflicom
Signed MOU to promote and marketVianet\ products to Unicom! Internet,
wireless, and paging custom€rs. I I /00.

Lucent TechnoloSies (US)
won contra€t from Fujian Mobile Communication Co-, Ltd tobuild three

l0-giSabitbackboneoptical networks in Fuiian Province.$8.8million.9/00

Intel Corp. (US)/Konka Group Co.,Ltd. (Gu.ngdong)
Signed agreement to develop chips for third-generation mobile Phones
t

0/00.

Nortel NetrYorks (Csn.d.)

will provide next-generation wireless Internet and data

service networks to

LM Eri6soD AB (Sryeden)/Chino Unicom Wuxi Branch, Wuxi Securities Co.

(fiangsu)

China tlnicom. 3275 million. 9/00.

Will inlroduce WAP mobile stock-trading services. I0/00.

oy Nokia AB (Finland)
won contract to expand the CSM nerwork ofChina Unicom in Shanghaiand
Anhui, Hunan,and Gansu ptovinces. tl00 million.9/00

LM E.iclson AB (sweden)/Gu0ngdong Mobile communicitiom c.o., LtdLaunched Geoeral Packet Radio Service trail network in Guangdong
Province, which offers high"speed wireless communications services lo

UTstarcom,lllc (US)

GPRS handset usets. I0/00.

Signed contract to install city-wide wireless personalaccess systems

equipment in tvo cities in Henan Province.$7 milliol.9/00.
Samsung Elect.ooics Co,,L(d.,a

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA
C,e'ltury vision Network, a subsidiary of China Broadband Corp., Ltd.

Development Certer (Beiiing)

China Mobile (Hong KonS) Ltd.,Vodafone GrouP Plc (Unired Kingdom)
Formed irlliance to acquire the China Mobile Telecommunications CorP.
networks of Hebei, Liaoning, Shandong, and Guangxi Provinces and BeijinS,

Texas

billion l0/00.

willexpand cooperation on CDMA 2000-based third-generation mobile
communications technology. l0/00.

lrBtruments Inc. (US)/Beifing Huahong lC DesiSn Co.,Nirgbo Bird
(Zhejiary), Shenzhen Zhongring Telecom Co., Ltd. (Guangdong),
ard xiamel Overseas Chinese Elecrronics Co (Fujian)
Co. Ltd.

Signed MOU to employ TI's Digital Signal Processors to develop version
2.5 CSM products.

Cyber First TechnoloSy

Ltd,,. subsidiary ofT

S

Samsung Group (South Ko.ea)'

a

(Hong Kong)/Yunnan Btoadcasting & Television lnformation Network
Group Co.,Ltd.
Formedjoinl venlu.e to develop and operate an intera.tive broadband.able
television network in the PRC. l0/00.

Shan8hai,and Tianjin municipalities. $32.84

udt of

ioirt venture between Alcrtel Bell NV, Belgian
Dev€lopment & Cooperstio[ Futrd (BelSium),and Huaxin P&T Economic

SharShdi Bell,

l0/00.

Telecom' Ltd.

(Canada)/Bei.iing Zhongdian YiPinS Scierce & Technology Ltd.
Formed joint venture, BeiiinBTelecom Science-Soft Information Systems Co,
Ltd.,to develop large-scale sofiware platforms and aPPlications for fixed-line

Textiles and Apparel
INVESTMENTS IN CTIINA

r0/00.

de N.mous & Co. (US)
Willincrease its investment in DuPont Fibres (China) Ltd.,a joint ventut
ryith China worldbest Development Corp. ofShanghaiand Toray lndustties

LI. du PoDt

Marconi Pl. (United Kingdorn)/Mll
Formed joinl venture,Guilin MarconiTelecom, to supply
telecommunications equipment in the PRC. l0/00

lnc. ofJapan,to expand annualfiber production capacity. $70

TaiwrD lrt€rn.tional Securities CorP'

Willbuild the Dingxun Cellular Phone Plant to manufacturc GSM and CDMA
mobile phones. $20 million. l0/00.
Toshiba Corp. (Japan), Toshib! (Chinr) Co.,

in the PRC.$12.83 million. I0/00.
E L du Pont de Nemours & co,

Formed ioint venture, Nanring Putian Wong Toshiba Telecommunicalions
Co., to concenlrale on research and develoPment,

production,and
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(Us)/Li.nyungnng zhongsh.r Spdndex co,

Lrd.(fisngsu)
Will form joint venture to manufacture and sellgeneric spandex 6bers.
(US:50%-PRC:50%). l0/00.

CDMA technology. $6 million. l0/00.

/

China Rcsource Enterprise Ltd., Gio.dero tnt.rnational Lld. (Hong Kotr8)
Formedjoint ventur€ lo develop a retailand wholesale distribution business

Wong's Industrial GrouP (Hong

t(otrg)/NaniinS Putiar T.lecommunicatious Co' (fiaagsu)

58

million lI/00.

OTHER

Cornpagnie Gdn{rale des Et.blissem€nls Michelin (Franc.)/ShanghaiTire

(Hong Kond; ciartex Textiles Co. Ltd., Nicn Hsirg
T€xlile Co. Ltd., Tah Totrg Textil€ Co. Ltd. (T8iw6[)/Shanghai Anda Cottor
Fabrics Mill and iix othe. leading textil€ cdt€rprises in the PRC
Formed network ofpartnerships to launch a newonline marketplace for

i-textile On-Line

Co. Ltd-

textiles.9/00.

and Rubber Corp.
Eslablished joint venture to produceand market Ziwuxian Tires.

(France70%-PRC:30%). l0/00.
TNT Post G.oup NV (the Netherlands)/Shanghai Automotiv€

lrdustry

Co.p.
Signed letter of intent to form ioint venture,An Ji I NT Automotive Logistics
Co., to provide logistics services to the PRC.utomotive induslry (the

Tran3portation

Netherlands:50%-PRC:50%). $30 million. l0/00.

CHINA'S IMPONTS
tnternatiooal Aero EnSines, a @nsortium of Aero Engine Corp. (rapa,l),
DairnlerChrysler AG (Germany), Rolls- Royce Plc (United Kingdom), and
United Technologies Cory. (US)
Will supply engines forChina Northern Airlines Corp.'s newAirbus Industrie
airplanes. $ 120 million. l1/00.

Vollswagen Ac (cerm.ny)
Will increase investment in tle
l0/00.

WillscllT0

billion

Yulon Moto. Co, (Toiwan)

Willacquire
Korea A€mspac€ Itrdustries

PRC over the next five years. $1.33

a 25% sha.e

ofletford Co.ofGuangdong Province.gl6 million.

10/00.

SB427 helicopters to Hainan Feima GeneralAirlines Co., Lrd.

I I /00.

Pratt & Whitney,

Daimlerchr,,sler AG (Germ.ry)
a

Will increase investm€nt in its Beijing Ieep factory,ajoint venture of
DaimlerChrysler AG and BeijinS Automotive Industry Corp.,to manufacture
a new model. 5226 million.9/00.

division ofUnited Technologies Corp. (US)

Won contract to service the engines of Air China! Boeing airpla nes.
$50 million. I l/00.

The BoeingCo.(US)

Willprovide Hainan Airlines with five 737,800 aircraft.$290 million. l0/00.
DENSO Corp, and Toyora Tsusho Corp., units of Toyota Motor Corp.

(fapan)

Won conlract to provide 14,000 in-vehicle units for an electronic toll

(olle(tion system in Chongqing. l0/00.

Park-Ohio Holdings Corp. (Us)/Shanghai El€ctric Appliance (Group) Corp.
Will manufactr.rre bolts for the Chinese auto industrl9/00.

Pilkiqtoa

Plc (United Kingdom)

Will acquire 5l% stale i'l Shanghai Fu Hua
the Uoited States. $7. I4 million. 9/00.

Glass Co. from Ford Motor co.

of

OTHER
Robert Bosch GmbH (cerm.ny)
Willprovide electronic injection systems to two Shanghaiauto
manufadurers.l0/00.

BAE Systemo (United Kingdom)
Transferred its work on Airbus A320wings to its Chinese partnerChina
Aviation Industry Corp.l, of Beijing. I I /00.

The Siemens Communications Technology Group, a unit of Siemenr AG

(Germany)
Will provide operations control equ ipmenr for the construction oflhe
subway line in Guangzhou, Guangdong Province. $2t miuion. I0/00.

No. 2

Air Chiaa
Will intmduce

a frfth flighr on the Pais-Beijing-Shanghai

ASEAN

Will construct railway line to connect Cambodia,

Aerobus lnternational, Inc. (US)

route. 10/00

Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar,

Signed contract to provide Chongqing with a Iight rail mass rransit system.

Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam to Kunming,Yunnan Province.

$40 million.9/00.

$2.5

China Southern Airlines Co., Ltd.

Caterpill6r Inc. (US)
Sold l8 off'highway trucks to the China NationalCoal Development Corp. for
use in the An,ia Lingcoalfield in Shanri Province.g/00.

CHINA'S INVESTMENTS AA ROAD

CH

(Beijing), China Hainan Airtines Co.
Signed agreement to produce Dornier feeder-line planes.l l/00.

Signed codesharing agreemeDt. l0/00.

Govenm€nt of the PRC
Will lend funds to improve the Karakorurn Highway in Pakistan.
l0/00.

INA

Fairdfld Dorni.r Corp. (US)/China Aviation Itrdustry Grp.l .!ld

Launched routes from Guangzhou, Guangdong Province,to Singapore and
I(uala Lumpur, Malaysia. l0/00.
Deutsche Lufthanss AG (Germany)/Air China

Shanghai Subvray Coastruction Co., Ltd.
Signed contract to build an ll km urban railway liae in Bangkok, Thailand
$300 million. l0/00.

INVESTMENTS IN

billion. l0/00.

$6

million.

Il
,apatr AiI System Co., Ltd./Chitr Southem Airlines Co., Ltd.
Signed codesharing agreement. 9/00.
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Council Bulletin

Upcoming Events
Forecast 2001, Washington, DC

,anuary

Event Wrap-Up

February

Wrthingiton
Octobet

Luncheon Honored PRC Vice Minister
eign Affairs Yang Iiechi

of For

Novembcr

lssues Luncheon The 2000 Electionr Implications for US Foreign Policy, East Asian Poliry,
and China Policy Featured Robrrl L. Suettinger
of the Brookings Institutioni []ouglas Paal, president of the Asia Pacific Policy Center; and Ted
Posner, trade counsel to Representative Sander

Ensure Success

US-China fulations in the New

AdminisEation
China Business 2001:
Trends and Market

nomic and Technological Development Area

Opportutrities
Februsry 5 Houston

WTO Briefing Featured Don Phillips, assistant
US liade Representative for China, Hong Kong,

Luncheon Featured Robert A. Kapp, President
ofthe US-China Business Council

February 6 Chicago

Novembet

Featuring: Patrick ]. Powcrs
and Karen Sutter, The USChina Business Council

1'aiwan, and Mongolia

Hong Kong

Decenrber

Roundtsble Discussion
retary Amanda DeBusk, Bureau of Export Ad-

Briefing

nrinistration, US Department of Commerce

the US-China Business Council

Featured Assistant Sec-

A Members-Only Event
EVENING BECEPTION
Capitol Hill
Wednesday, January 31, 2001

MEETING

1,2001

I AM - 3 PM
Thursday, February
JW Marriott, l33l Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington,0C

)t

L

4
60

/
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Forecast 2OO1

a
,4

A

Featured Robert A. Kapp, president

TTIE US.GHITA BUS!ilESS GOUTGTf 'S

efr

&I

For more information, see
below.

December

+

r0

Meeting

Meeting Featured delegation from Tianjin Eco-

Levin

L

I

Evening Reception

Topics: Economic, Political, and
Investment Trends
Structuring China Strategy to

lssues Luncheon: Getting the New White Housc
on Track with China Policy Featured David M.
Lampton, George and Sadie Hyman Professor
and director of China Studies at The Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies,
and director of Chinese Studies at The Nixon
Center in Washington, DC

Sh!n9h.i

h

3l

Luncheon Address
Resistration lee bv Jan 5: s3s0
.....

Begistration after Jan. 5: 1375

Ili,H'rT,lffii'Jll; ""'nn

and luncheon

entire program
El25 lunchcon addrsss only

Hotol Accommodations lor Wodnesday, Januery 31: PlErss call Marriott Worldwido F€sowstions st 1.8m.228.990 orJW Marriott dirocrlY (l3}l
pennsylvanir Avrnus, NW Tol: 202.3$.2m0) for rcsoNstions at a spocialgroup rstg:31Eg singls/doublo + trx.lndicsto thslYou ars wirh tho llS'
Chin. Busanoss Cou0cils meeting group. The cut-oll dato lor this rats is Fridoy, Jrnuary 5. Allrssorvations nusl bo gua.rnt€€d with s msior srsd'
h card or rccompsni6d by I first night room doposit
For morg informotion, orto rggistor, contact Ths US'China Businsss Council
Glorie Gonz6lez-Micklin, Diroctor of Proorsms, T011202.429.0340; Fax 202n5 2476; or visit our wsbsite
www usc hin 8. ory/ne nhers/p ro g r an s/u pc oningeven$.htn I
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While traveling on business last lune to
Chongqing and Chengdu, Sichuan Province, I
had a small adventure that illustrated a few of
the problems and attitudes, pervasive among
Chinese companies, that frustrale foreigners.
Perhaps more important, these attitudes can undermine Chinese companies'efforls to improve

"Good idea. But can I have them back now?"
asked again.

their own efficiency.
For several days I stayed at a three-star Chinese hotel in downtown Chongqing. A notice in

manager on duty came back, only to inform me
that the manager had left the city for the week-

I

Beginning to look slightly uncomfortable, he
said,

"lt's a little bit difficult,

because

it

is Satur-

day and the manager isn't here. We will try to
6nd him. Please wait."
So I waited, for nearly an hour. Finally the

end, was unreachable, and would not be back

the room advised guests to leave their valuables
in the room safe, the lock to which could be programmed by each guest. As I didn't want to carry
my valuables around with me, plane tickets, trav-

until Monday.
"Doesn't anyone else have a key?" I asked, beginning to get the feeling that this was not guing
to be resolved as easily as it frrst seemed.

eler's checks, and even extra cash all went into the
safe. A few days later I checked out. lt was only

"No."

when I reached my destination,,r project site a
few hours outside the city at which I would be
staying overnight, that I realized I had forgotten
to empty the safe. (Luckily I had not left my passport there. Chinese law requires all foreigners to
travel with their passports, which must be presented whenever demanded and whenever check-

ing into a hotel. Chinese citizens must carry their
national identification card (shenfenzheng) at all
times.) My hosts at the project assured me that
my belongings would be safe, in part because
Chinese tend to work to ensure that fbreigners
form a favorable impression of their country.
My project hosts were right, but there was an
unexpected catch. I returncd to the city on Saturday, and explained what had happened to the
front-dcsk staff back at the hotel. They called in
the manager on dury and I explained it to him.
He said that they had found my things, and
asked me to write down everything I had left in
the safe, so that he could verifr that nothing was
missing. He then asked me to wait. He returned
sometime later, only to report that the items they
had found indeed matched the list I had just

I found it odd that the manager on duty had
not been given keys to all parts of the hotel, and
told him that, for the sake of future guests who
might make the same mistake, the hotel should
consider changing this policy. The manager on
dury could only squirm. Since he seemed to be
doing all within his (limited) power to help me,
there was no point in complaining futher. He
simply did not have the key, and had no way to
get it. (Besides, if I hadn't forgotten my things in
the 6rst place, we wouldn't be having this discussion.) Still, the fact that the manager on duty did
not have, or was not entrusted with, keys to all
parts of the hotel seemed a good example of the
reluctance often found in socialist societies to
delegate responsibility and decisionmaking
power to any but those of the highest rank
within an organization.

"Well, I am taking the train to Chengdu
tonight, and will fly to Beijing early Wednesday
morning. What do you suggest?"
"We can send it to you by EMS [Express Mail
Servicel first thing on Monday."
"So I will get it Monday afternoon?"
"Ptobably Tuesday aft ernoon."

written.

"Can I have them back, then?" I asked, relieved that my problem would be solved so
quickly.

"Well," he replied, "Your belongings were so
valuable that the manager decided to put them
in the hotel's main safe."

Now, just a few days earlier, I had been trying

to buy a train tickct to Chengdu at this same hotel, where two young ladies staf6ng the business
center tried their best to convince me to buy a
bus ticket instead. I had started out in English,
but as their English was halting, I switched to
The China Business Revl6w January-February
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Chinese. Then they let loose a flood of rapid
Mandarin with a Chongqing accent, which one
of my colleagues describes as sounding as

though the speaker has a mouthful of marbles.
"The bus is much cheaper and faster than the
train-only four hours!" they exclaimed.'And
we will have to charge you a service fee for the
train, but not for the bus," they added.
After considering the pros and cons (timing,
price, and road safery in China), I decided in favor of the train. I came back later, when only one
young lady was on duty, and she booked the
train ticket for me without demur,

"But it takes only four hours to get to
Chengdu! How can express mail take two days?"
The manager on duty didn't have an answer
for this one, so I boarded the train for Chengdu
that night, hoping for the best.
By Tuesday afternoon, my EMS package still

had not arrived in Chengdu, and I began to
wonder how dif6cult it would be to buy a plane
ticket to Beijing on short notice. The hotel staff
in Chongqing faxed me a copy of their receipt
with the package number, so I knew it had been
sent. While I was out at meetings, I received a
message at my hotel about the package-that I
should dial a three-digit number to find out if it
had arrived yet. The mystery three-digit number
turned out to be an EMS hotline. The hotel staff
in Chengdu helped me call EMS, but we were
told that the package had not arrived, and to try
again later. As I hoped to catch my plane to Beijing early the next morning, I decided to go to
the EMS of6ce in person that afternoon,
The EMS office was on the other side of

town. The taxi driver did not know exactly
where to go, so he dropped me at one corner of
the block the EMS office was supposed to be on.

Finally. I found the office, which was quite
modern, but the first counter I found was the
drop-off counter, so tiey sent me around to the
back, where the packages arrive. No fiills there,
,ust a dingy hall and a dirty, well-worn counter
with a pile of rubbish opposite. Nevertheless,
they tapped my package number into the computer and told me it was not there, "Come back

62
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tomorrow," they advised. I explained

I

had a 9

am flight to Beijing the next morning and
needed my package today. "Then come back
tonight. Ten-thirty, OK?" I didn't have much
choice, as my ticket was, I hoped, in the package.

Hoping to save a little time, I arrived at the
EMS office ar l0: 15 that night. I went around to
the back. Everfhing was dark. I took the elevator to the second floor, as there was no light in

"But it takes only four hours to get to
Chengdu! How can express mail take

two days?"
the stairwell, which was just opposite the elevator. There was no one in the ofhce, and the metal
gate to the mailroom was closed, but light shone
through the cracks. Skirting the pile of garbage
(and hoping there weren't any rats), I banged on

the door, calling ot)l,"You rcn ma?" (ls anyone
there?) "Hellol Hello!" they shouted back in English. Maybe they were expecting me. They let
me in, but explained that as they didn't start
work until l0:30, I would have to wait. I stood to
one side as they lounged and chatted under the
harsh fluorescent lights. The room was sparsely

furnished-a table and a few chairs, and cubbyholes down one side of the room. One corner
had been made into the of6ce.
Eventually a woman in a long dress appeared

(the other workers were all young men in tatly
undershirts and trousers or shorts), She seemed

to be the manager, and soon set the guys to
work. "Where is the bag from Chongqing?l" she
yelled. "Someone is waiting!" Then the packages
really started to fly, zapped with hand-held barcode readers and tossed into the appropriate

piles. Finally they found the bag from
Chongqing, and my package in it. what a relief-no need to try to 6nd another way to Bet to
Beijing. I arrived in the capital on time.

Review

-Virginia

A. Hulme

AIG in Ghina
No insurance and financial services organization is better equipped to he[p
your business succeed in China.

o Born in Shanghai, l9 l9
o The first lbreign insurer to return to China in 1992
r Southeast Asia's largest life insurer, serving the
region lor more than 60 years
o FulV-staff'ed offices in key Chinese cities
o Insurance and risk management
o Funds management
r Aircraft leasing
r Direct investment
o Substantial resources committed over three
decades in support of educational, cultural and
other activities that benefit China.
To learn more about how the AIG companies can work with you in China,
email us at aiginchina@rig,com or write to us.

AIG
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Picture
Thls Chlnese charactsr la the word for picture.
It'B an lmago ttrat convoya more moanlng ttran ths longoat dlcuonary dgllnidon.

depth ot a f6ollng, an ld6ai or an

Chlnese calllgraphy at'tempts to

obloct ln tho almple geature of a
author

Each graceful llno is conslderod a

-

evary horlzontal or

vertical lln6 la an lndlcatlon

tt's moro than lust a word. lt la a plctur.6. lt8 dealgn was sPoclally choaen to
artcutato that whlch oannot be spokenJ loud,
Plcture-taklng la the Bame
face of a chald at play with hla fathor,

whether lt's the amile ot a
or the frlendly glancs of your

all say sllently to oursslvoa, "l hoPo

ttrat plcture com6a out'r as the ahuttor
all the nuanc€8, ot t'he moment.

And when lt does, lt calla back all tho

It r€qulros no translauon. lt dellnoa lta tlme as a world beyond languago.

A good plcturo can be nev€r be dofinod wlth

1OOO

worda. Or, rsally' wlth any

worda. Any moro than you oan dafrne a aong, a ralnbow, or a amlle.
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